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Abstract

Wireless sensor-actor network (WSAN) is a collection of resource conservative sensors and

few resource-rich actors. It is widely used in various applications such as environmental

monitoring, battlefield surveillance, industrial processcontrol, and home applications. In

these real-time applications, data should be delivered with minimum delay and energy. In

this thesis, delay and energy efficient protocols are designed to achieve these objectives.

The first contribution proposes a delay and energy aware coordination protocol (DEACP)

to improve the network performance. It consists of two-level hierarchicalK-hopclustering

and backup cluster head (BCH) selection mechanism to provide coordination among

sensors and actors. Further, a priority based event forwarding mechanism has also been

proposed to forward the maximum number of packets within thebounded delay. The

simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of DEACP over existing protocols. In the

second work, an interference aware multi-channel MAC protocol (IAMMAC) has been

suggested to assign channels for the communication among nodes in the DEACP. An actor

assigns the static channels to all of its cluster members forsensor-sensor and sensor-actor

coordination. Subsequently, a throughput based dynamic channel selection mechanism

has been developed for actor-actor coordination. It is inferred from the simulation results

that the proposed IAMMAC protocol outperforms its competitive protocols. Even though

its performance is superior, it is susceptible to be attacked because it uses a single static

channel between two sensors in the entire communication.

To overcome this problem, a lightweight dynamic multi-channel MAC protocol

(DM-MAC) has been designed for sensor-sensor coordination. Each sensor dynamically

selects a channel which provides maximum packet reception ratio among the available

channels with the destination. The comparative analysis shows that DM-MAC protocol

performs better than the existing MAC protocols in terms of different performance

parameters. WSAN is designed to operate in remote and hostile environments and hence,

sensors and actors are vulnerable to various attacks. The fourth contribution proposes a

secure coordination mechanism (SCM) to handle the data forwarding attacks in DEACP.

In the SCM, each sensor computes the trust level of its neighboring sensors based on the

experience, recommendation, and knowledge. The actor analyzes the trust values of all its

cluster members to identify the malicious node. Secure hashalgorithm-3 is used to compute

the message authentication code for the data. The sensor selects a neighbor sensor which

has the highest trust value among its1-hopsensors to transfer data to the actor. The SCM

approach outperforms the existing security mechanisms.

Keywords: DEACP, Delay, WSAN, Energy, IAMMAC, DM-MAC, Channel, SCM.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a collection of autonomoussensors to monitor the

environmental conditions [1]. These sensors coordinate among themselves to collect

information from the deployed area and transfer it to a sink/base station. Usually, the sink

has higher communication and computation capabilities as compared to the sensors. WSN

plays a significant role in various real-time applications such as battlefield surveillance,

environmental monitoring, industrial process control, health care monitoring and many

more [2]. A typical WSN architecture is shown in Figure 1.1.

User

Internet

Base station

Sensor

Figure 1.1: Architecture of wireless sensor network

WSN has unique characteristics to discriminate from wireless networks such as mobile

ad-hoc networks (MANET) and cellular networks. In WSN, the number of nodes is more

as compared to MANET. Path lifetime is also less in WSN due to channel fading, energy

depletion, node failure, node addition, and node deletion.Sensors are usually deployed

randomly and they configure themselves into a network. In WSN, it is not feasible to have

a global addressing mechanism due to high node density. Mostof the WSN applications are
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Introduction

data-centric, so data flow in the network exhibits many-to-one traffic pattern [3]. In WSN,

sensors collect environmental information and transfer itto the sink, however, they can not

perform any actions in the deployed area.

To alleviate this limitation, an expansion of WSN has evolved as wireless sensor-actor

network (WSAN) which has actors in addition to the sensors toperform an action in the

deployed area [4]. Usually, an actor has higher communication, battery, and computation

capabilities as compared to a sensor. It participates in multi-hop communication to transfer

and receive data, and typical examples of actors in a WSAN maybe water sprinklers, robots,

and electrical motors.

Sensing 

Unit ADC
Processor &

Storage
Transceiver

Power

Figure 1.2: Sensor node architecture

A sensor node normally consists of five different components such as sensing unit,

analog to digital converter (ADC), processor & storage, transceiver, and power unit

(Figure 1.2). A sensor generates an analog signal by sensingthe physical area, which is

converted into a digital signal using ADC. The digital signal is transmitted to a processor,

which in turn consists of micro-controller that performs computing operations. A sensor

transfers its data to the destination using a transceiver. The power unit supplies power to all

the components in a sensor node [5].

Actuation 

Unit
DAC

Processor &

Storage Transceiver

Power

Controller

Figure 1.3: Actor node architecture

An actor node consists of six different components: actuation unit, digital to analog

converter (DAC), controller, processor & storage, transceiver, and power unit (Figure 1.3).

The working principle of power unit, processor & storage, and transceiver is similar to that

2



1.2 WSAN Architecture and Working Principles

of sensor node. The controller unit controls all the components in an actor. The DAC unit

converts the digital signal into an analog signal. The actuation unit performs actions in the

physical area [6].

1.1 WSAN Applications

WSAN supports various applications. Few of them are described below [7, 8, 9].

• Environmental Monitoring: The sensors are used to detect environment conditions

such as habitat, air or water quality, hazard, and disaster monitoring. The actor

performs an action, if any abnormal event happens in the monitoring area.

• Military Applications: In military applications, image sensors are used to detectthe

presence of enemy targets and tasks. The smart weapons and ambulance can be

considered as actors for destroying the targets and rescuing the injured soldiers.

• Health Care Applications: Sensors are used to monitor the patient behavior. An actor

can take necessary actions based on the patient’s health condition.

• Industrial Process Control: In industry, sensors are usually deployed to detect any

type of faults in the machine. An actor rectifies the faults ina machine.

• Security and Surveillance: Video and acoustic sensors are installed in the airports,

buildings, and subways to recognize abnormal events. If anyabnormal event happens

in the monitoring area, then the actor performs actions.

• Home Intelligence: WSAN is also used to offer a convenient living environment for

human beings.

1.2 WSAN Architecture and Working Principles

It describes how the nodes are organized and communicated with each other to

perform network activities efficiently. WSAN consists of automated and semi-automated

architectures [10, 11]. In an automated architecture, sensors sense the environmental

conditions of the deployed area. The sensed information is directly transferred to an

actor in a multi-hop fashion, and the actor performs rapid actions in the target location.

The automated architecture improves the network lifetime and delay as information is

transferred directly to an actor as shown in Figure 1.4. In a semi-automated architecture,

initially sensors send their data to a sink, and the sink processes the collected information.

3



1.2 WSAN Architecture and Working Principles

Event areaSensor

Actor

Sink

Figure 1.4: Automated architecture of WSAN

Subsequently, it issues the commands to an actor which is nearest to the target location

to perform actions. Figure 1.5 shows the semi-automated architecture and its working

principle is identical to the traditional WSN architecture. The automated architecture

performs well as compared to the semi-automated architecture with respect to network

lifetime and delay parameters. Due to inherent advantages of WSAN automated

architecture over semi-automated one, more propositions have been made on automated

architecture [12]. In this thesis, we have worked in the samedirection to design energy and

delay efficient protocols in WSAN.

Event areaSensor

Actor

Sink

Figure 1.5: Semi-automated architecture of WSAN

WSAN supports three types of data communication modes such as event-driven,

periodic, and on-demand [13, 14, 15]. In the event-driven mode, when an event occurs the

4



1.2 WSAN Architecture and Working Principles

sensor transfers its data either to a sink or an actor based onthe WSAN architecture. In the

remaining time, sensors do not send any information to the sink or actor. Hence, sink/actor

does not know whether the sensors are alive or not. The data transmission latency is an

important parameter in the event-driven mode. In the periodic mode, sensors periodically

transfer their data either to an actor or a sink based on the WSAN architecture. Data

gathered in periodic mode does not require quick delivery tothe destination. This mode

consumes a lot of energy from the sensors as they have to send data periodically. In the

on-demand mode, users gather the event information based ontheir interest. They send

instructions to the sink as per their requirements in a specified format. Based on the merits

and demerits of the event-driven and periodic mode of data transmission, Manjeshwaret

al. have proposed a hybrid protocol for efficient information retrieval in sensor networks.

It combines the features of event-driven and periodic mode of data transmission [16].

Physical Layer

Data Link Layer

Network Layer

Transport Layer

Application Layer

Management Plane

Coordination Plane

Communication Plane

Figure 1.6: WSAN protocol stack

The protocol stack of WSAN consists of five different layers such as physical, data

link, network, transport, and application as shown in Figure 1.6. The functionality of

each layer is similar to the layers of wireless ad-hoc networks. The application layer

provides more operations such as in-network operations, data aggregation, and external

query processing. WSAN protocol stack also consists of three planes: management,

coordination, and communication. The management plane is responsible for managing the

power, actor mobility, and node failure problems. Coordination plane handles coordination

among nodes in WSAN and issues instructions to the communication plane for establishing

communication in the network [17].
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Due to distinctive characteristics of WSAN, existing protocols of wireless sensor

networks and ad-hoc networks may not perform well in WSAN [18]. The unique

characteristics of WSAN are:

• Heterogeneity: The sensors have limited communication resources and battery power.

However, an actor has high transmission range, computation, and battery capabilities.

Thus, researchers do not give much significance to the energyparameter of actors

while designing protocols.

• Deployment: A vast number of sensors are thrown in the target area with the help

of a helicopter or truck. In addition, few actors with large transmission range and

longer battery life are also deployed. The failure of few sensor nodes do not affect

the network performance, but the failure of actors are costly.

• Coordination: Unlike WSN, WSAN comprises of heterogeneous nodes i.e., sensors

and actors. The coordination needs to be three-fold, between sensor-sensor, between

sensor-actor, and between actor-actor. Further the coordinations need to be efficient

for performing the desired action in the area of deployment.

1.3 WSAN Design Objectives

The unique characteristics of sensor-actor networks and the demand of real-time

applications have created a lot of challenges on protocols design in WSAN. The design

objectives of sensor-actor networks are [19]:

• Small Node Size: Keeping the sensor node size smaller improves the network cost

and lifetime.

• Self Configurability: In WSAN, nodes to be self configurable to manage effective

communication with less power consumption.

• Adaptability: In WSAN, path lifetime is less as compared to WSN due to actors

mobility and changes in the network density. The protocols of WSAN should be

adaptive to network density and actors mobility.

• Reliability: To achieve reliability the protocols must support error control

mechanisms.

• Fault Tolerance: In WSAN, sensors and actors are deployed in a harsh environment.

The nodes should hence be fault tolerant.
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• Security: In real-time applications, sensor and actor nodes performoperations in an

unattended area. The adversaries may capture important data from nodes. So, secure

protocols are required in WSAN to prevent from active and passive attacks.

• Quality of service (QoS) Support: The communication protocols of WSAN should

provide QoS support to have high packet delivery ratio and minimum delay for

real-time applications.

1.4 Research Challenges and Objectives

Considering the design objectives of a WSAN it reveals that major thrusts need to be given

to the coordination mechanisms, medium access control (MAC) protocol design to achieve

better QoS parameters, security issues for reliable data delivery etc. It has been observed

from the literature that several propositions have alreadybeen made [20, 21], however there

exists a scope to improve the performance of WSAN by designing improved protocols.

Keeping this in mind, the research objectives of the thesis are laid down to

(a) design an energy and delay aware coordination and communication approach to

perform reliable actions in an event area, which includes

• coordination mechanism among sensors and actors to reduce the burden on

sensors.

• a priority based event forwarding mechanism to deliver the maximum number

of data packets within the bounded delay.

(b) design an energy efficient multi-channel MAC protocol to improve the network

lifetime and channel contention, which contains

• sleep/wake-up algorithm to reduce energy dissipation in the network.

• contention based protocol to improve the packet delivery ratio.

(c) design a lightweight distributed multi-channel MAC protocol for sensor-sensor

coordination.

(d) design a trust based security model to handle the data forwarding attacks which

include black hole, gray hole, and sink hole attacks.
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1.5 Thesis Organization

1.5 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized into six different chapters including introduction and conclusion.

The four contributions made out of the thesis are independent and belong to different layers

of the WSAN protocol stack. Hence, in place of dedicating a separate chapter for literature

survey, the related work is presented separately in each chapter to bring out the motivation

for the contribution made.

Chapter 2: A Delay and Energy aware Coordination protocol (DEACP)

A coordination protocol has been proposed to deliver the sensors’ information to an actor

within the bounded delay. It is a two-level hierarchicalK-hopclustering algorithm. In the

first level, sensors form aK-hop cluster by placing actor nodes as cluster heads. In the

second level, sink acts as the cluster head and forms a cluster among actors. The sensors

which are1-hopaway from actors are called asrelaynodes. The actor elects arelaynode as

a backup cluster head (BCH) based on the residual energy and the node degree. The BCH

resumes the data gathering process when an actor leaves the cluster to help its neighboring

actor. Further, a priority based event forwarding mechanism has been proposed to forward

an event information based on its bounded delay. The proposed coordination protocol

outperforms its competitive protocols.

Chapter 3: IAMMAC: An Interference aware Multi-channel MAC protocol

The IAMMAC protocol discusses how channels are assigned forthe communication among

nodes in the DEACP (Chapter 2). An actor acts as a cluster headfor K-hop sensors and

computes the shortest path for all the sensors. An actor partitions the cluster into multiple

subtrees and assigns a non-interference channel to each subtree. The actor elects arelay

node as a backup cluster head (BCH) based on the residual energy and the node degree.

An actor broadcasts the BCH information to the remainingrelay nodes using a common

control channel. Therelay sensors use the same channel of BCH to communicate with

it. However, the other cluster members do not change their data channel. Subsequently,

an interference and throughput aware multi-channel MAC protocol has been also proposed

for actor-actor coordination. The proposed MAC protocol improves the network lifetime,

end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, and goodput as compared to the existing MAC

protocols.

Chapter 4: A Dynamic Multi-channel MAC (DM-MAC) protocol fo r Sensor-Sensor

Coordination

In IAMMAC protocol, a static channel is assigned between twosensors for entire

communication to transfer data to the actor (Chapter 3). Even though its performance is
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superior, it is susceptible to be attacked because it uses a single static channel between two

sensors in the entire communication. To overcome this problem, a lightweight dynamic

channel selection mechanism has been proposed for sensor-sensor coordination. Each

sensor dynamically selects a channel that has the maximum packet reception ratio among

the available channels with the destination. The comparative analysis shows that DM-MAC

protocol performs better than the existing MAC protocols interms of different performance

parameters.

Chapter 5: A Secure Coordination Mechanism for Data Forwarding Attacks

A secure coordination mechanism (SCM) has been suggested tohandle data forwarding

attacks in the DEACP (Chapter 2). Each sensor computes the message authentication code

for data using the secure hash algorithm-3 (SHA-3) and shared key (between sensor and

actor). The message authentication code is appended to the data and transferred to the

actor. The trust value of each sensor is computed based on thethree parameters such as

experience, recommendation, and knowledge. The sensor selects a1-hopsensor which

has the highest trust value among its neighbors to deliver the data to an actor. The SCM

approach outperforms the existing security mechanisms.
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Chapter 2

A Delay and Energy Aware
Coordination Protocol

In WSAN, coordination among nodes is required to perform reliable actions in the

environment [22, 23]. Coordination is defined as the organization of the different elements

of a complex body or activity so as to enable them to work together effectively. In WSAN,

coordination among the nodes is divided into three categories: sensor-sensor, sensor-actor,

actor-actor coordination. The primary objective of a sensor-sensor coordination is to gather

event information in the deployed area with minimum energy usage. Sensor sleep/active

mechanism is the primary technique to minimize the number ofactive sensors in the

deployed area. The sensors periodically go to sleep state toreduce the data redundancy and

improve the sensors’ lifetime. Coordination between a sensor and actor helps the sensor

to transfer its data with minimum energy to the nearest actor. Various authors have used

cluster based techniques to achieve this objective [24, 25]. Clustering is the process of

dividing the nodes into groups, where each group agrees on a central node called as the

cluster head. The cluster head gathers the data from all its group members, aggregates the

data and sends it to a sink. Further, an actor-actor coordination manages to perform reliable

actions in the event area. A single actor can not perform actions independently in the event

area, due to its energy and transmission range constraints.Hence, actors coordinate among

themselves to perform actions by optimally allocating tasks to each other. The actor-actor

coordination has been divided into action-first and decision-first coordination mechanisms.

In the action-first coordination, an actor begins the actionand then informs it to other

actors. The actors are allowed to take their decisions independently whether to join in

the action or not. On the other hand, in decision-first coordination, the actor communicates

with its neighbor actors before performing any actions in the event area assuming its own

constraints.
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2.1 Related Work on Routing Protocols in WSAN

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes related work on

routing protocols in WSAN to list out their merits and demerits. The proposed delay

and energy aware coordination protocol is discussed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents

simulation results and analysis. Finally, Section 2.4 summarizes the chapter.

2.1 Related Work on Routing Protocols in WSAN

The essential function of a network layer is to forward the information to the

destination [26]. In WSAN, sensors monitor the environmentand deliver the data to an

actor. An actor processes the sensors’ data and performs efficient actions in the deployed

area. The design goal of any routing protocol in WSAN needs tobe

(a) Simple: The routing protocol should be simple and memory efficient because of small

sized sensors.

(b) Energy-efficient: The routing protocol must consume less energy and should utilize

resource-rich actors properly to reduce the communicationoverhead on sensors.

(c) Self-organizing and Scalable: In WSAN, nodes are deployed in a physical area

without proper planning. Hence, the routing protocol should be self-organizing. It

should be scalable to adapt the changes in node density.

(d) Distributed: In large scale sensor networks, distributed routing protocols perform

well as compared to centralized mechanisms. Single point failure in a centralized

control system reduces the network reliability.

The existing routing protocols of WSAN are broadly classified into cluster based and

non-cluster based protocols. The cluster based protocols virtually divide the nodes into

groups using their physical properties. The key idea of these protocols is to use the features

of actor to minimize the overhead on sensors. The non-cluster based protocols use flooding

mechanism to learn about their neighbors. These protocols do not structure the physical

network into virtual groups. The working principles of the cluster as well as non-cluster

based protocols are discussed below along with their comparative analysis.

2.1.1 Cluster based Routing Protocols

Clustering is defined as the virtual partitioning of the nodes into various groups based on the

distance between them [27]. In WSAN, cluster head manages its members in inter-cluster
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and intra-cluster routing for proper utilization of resources. The gateway node works as

an intermediate node for two cluster heads. The process of clustering is a combination of

two phases namely, cluster formation and maintenance. In the cluster formation phase, the

sensors are segregated into groups based on their properties. In each group, a sensor acts as

a cluster head to manage its group members. The maintenance phase tries to maintain the

cluster as long as possible. Different cluster based protocols are described below with their

working principles to analyze their relative merits and demerits.

Eduardoet al. have designed a hierarchical, reliable, and energy efficient routing protocol

(HEROP) [28]. It uses meta-data to create energy efficient clusters. HEROP is a scalable

approach which considers sensors energy while transmitting data to them. Hence, it is

an energy efficient mechanism. It also provides fault tolerance routing and reliable data

transmission in the network. However, HEROP does not consider the node heterogeneity

property. The actors mobility control, coordination amongactors and sensors are also

not addressed properly. A hierarchical geographic clustering protocol (HGCP) has been

proposed in WSAN [29]. In HGCP, an area is segregated into virtual grids. The grids are

used to distribute the workload optimally among actors. In each grid, a sensor which has

the highest residual energy acts as a cluster head. It performs data aggregation and forwards

to the closest actor. The reduction in grid area leads to the formation of more clusters and

degrades the network lifetime. HGCP does not address the delay parameter properly which

is important in real-time applications of WSAN. Finally, itassumes that both the sensors

and actors are static.

A quality of service (QoS) aware routing protocol (QARP) hasbeen suggested for

WSAN [20]. In QARP, whenever a sensor identifies an event thenit checks the subscription

table to find out whether any interest on the event is registered or not. If any node is

registered for it, then the sensor selects a path to transferthe packet based on its priority.

A queuing model has been designed to transfer low priority packets in a less-expensive

path to reduce energy consumption in the network. It uses direct diffusion technique to

transfer the event information to the actors. QARP considers that both the sensors and

actors are static, which is a non-realistic assumption for many WSAN applications. It

does not utilize resource-rich actors properly, which causes extra communication burden

on sensors and degrades the network lifetime. Tommasoet al. have designed an event

driven clustering protocol (EDCP) [30], where clusters aregenerated around an event as

it occurs. In the sensor-actor coordination, the actor constructs an aggregation tree for

the sensors in its transmission range. A real-time auction protocol has been designed for

actor-actor coordination. In the overlapping area, an actor which has the highest residual
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energy and also takes less completion time for an action winsthe auction. EDCP utilizes

actors properly in data communication to reduce the burden on sensors. It also uses greedy

routing scheme to improve packet delay in sensor-actor coordination. EDCP does not

perform well where multiple events occur concurrently.

Fei et al. have proposed a hierarchical energy efficient routing protocol (HEERP) to

improve the network lifetime [31]. The network area is divided into domains and each

domain has an actor and a set of sensors. A master is selected randomly among the

sensors to perform data aggregation. HEERP constructs virtual domains and zones around

an actor, which is similar to the hierarchical geographic clustering protocol (HGCP). In

HEERP, sensors perform data aggregation process, which degrades the network lifetime.

To improve the network lifetime, weighted bi-partite matching protocol (WBMP) employs

resource-rich actors as cluster heads [32]. An actor collects the event information from

its associated cluster members and performs reliable actions in the event area. To reduce

the latency between sensing and acting tasks, the actor maximizes its coverage area based

on the sensors density. Further, WBMP does not address the delay parameter effectively.

Shahzadet al. have suggested a delay and throughput aware protocol (DTAP)to improve

the network performance [33]. It consists of static and mobile actors. The network area is

segregated into grids and each grid consists a set of static sensors and actors. It tries to find

the proper placement of actors to improve the network performance.

Zhicenget al. have developed a sensor-actor coordination protocol (SCP)[34]. In SCP,

an actor acts as a cluster head and sends its residual energy to the sink. The sink constructs

a weighted actor Voronoi diagram and sends back to the actor.Finally, every actor informs

its Voronoi region information to its cluster members. Sensors transmit their data to the

actor using shortest path tree to reduce the packet delay. Itrequires complete topological

information and also consumes a lot of energy to calculate the shortest path tree. SCP does

not consider sensor-sensor and actor-actor coordination.It assumes that both the sensors

and actors are static in nature. A distributed actor positioning and clustering protocol

(DAPCP) has been proposed in WSAN [35]. In DAPCP, actors act as cluster heads to

minimize the communication burden on sensors. Thek-hopindependent dominating set is

used to find the actor’s position. It also uses node degree parameter while selecting a cluster

head to improve the packet delay. A complete network topological information is essential

to computek-hopindependent dominating set. It is an energy efficient mechanism as actors

are utilized properly in the communication.
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2.1.2 Comparative Analysis of Cluster based Routing Protocols

In the previous section, cluster based routing protocols have been discussed with their

relative merits and demerits. To derive an overall inference, all the cluster based protocols

under consideration have been simulated in a common platform using NS-2 simulator. A

radio model has been considered to compute the energy consumption while transmitting

and receiving the data as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Radio energy dissipation model

The free space (E f s) and multi-path fading (Emp) channel models have been utilized

depending on the distance between the transmitter and receiver. The free space channel

model has been utilized, if the distance between transmitter and receiver is less than

thresholddo, otherwise multi-path channel model has been utilized for communication. The

energy required to transmit ab − bit message over the distanced (ET X(b)) and to receive

the message (ERX(b)) are represented as,

ET X(b) = ET X−elec(b) + ET X−amp(b, d)

=















bEelec+ bEf sd2, d < d0

bEelec+ bEmpd4, d ≥ d0

(2.1)

ERX(b) = ERX−elec(b) = bEelec (2.2)

where,d0 =

√

E f s
/

Emp
. Electrical energy (Eelec) depends on digital coding, modulation, and

filtering mechanism of the signal. The amplifier energy andE f sd2 or Empd4 depend on the

distance between transmitter and receiver and the acceptable bit-error rate. The simulation

parameters like duration of simulation, traffic flow, etc. are listed in Table 2.1, which are

used in all protocols. Various performance metrics like average end-to-end delay, average

energy dissipation, and packet delivery ratio are used to analyze the performance of the

cluster based protocols.

The comparative analysis for these metrics are shown in Figures 2.2 - 2.4. It can be

observed that HEROP dominates the other cluster based routing protocols in terms of

superior performance in all the three metrics. Even throughHEROP is scalable, fault
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tolerant, and energy efficient, it does not consider node heterogeneity and actors mobility.

Hence, there exists a scope to design new energy efficient cluster based routing protocols

in WSAN.

Table 2.1: Simulation parameters for analyzing cluster andnon-cluster based routing
protocols

Parameters Values
Network area 1000× 1000m2

Simulation duration 200 s
Traffic flow CBR
MAC layer IEEE 802.15.4
CBR packet interval 0.05 s
Number of sensors 100 - 1000
Number of actors 3 - 12
Seed value 0
Actor’s mobility speed 0 - 16 m/s
Mobility pattern Random waypoint
Transmission range of a sensor 100 m
Transmission range of an actor 300 m
Packet size 64 B
Initial energy of a sensor 2J
Eelec 50nJ/bit
E f s 10pJ/bit/m2

Emp 0.0013pJ/bit/m4
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Figure 2.2: Average end-to-end delay for cluster based routing protocols
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Figure 2.3: Average energy dissipation for cluster based routing protocols
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Figure 2.4: Packet delivery ratio for cluster based routingprotocols

2.1.3 Non-cluster based Routing Protocols

The non-cluster based routing protocols either use floodingor broadcast mechanisms for

communication. They do not structure the physical network into virtual groups. Different

non-cluster based routing protocols are described with their working principles to analyze

their relative merits and demerits. Durresiet al. have proposed a delay and energy aware

routing protocol (DEARP) to improve the network performance [36]. DEARP consists

of random wake-up scheme and geographic routing. The primary objective of random

wake-up scheme is to wake-up a sensor for a specific duration in every time slot. In the

geographical routing phase, it uses a greedy mechanism to transfer data to the forwarding

candidate set. It provides a loop-free path to the destination for transferring the data, but

data may not reach the destination if holes exist in the network. Since WSAN is a dense
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network, there is less scope for the existence of holes in a network.

Anycast tree based communication mechanism (ATCM) constructs an anycast tree with

its root at the sensor [37]. A sink can dynamically join as well as it can leave the sink

tree. In ATCM, every sensor forms an anycast tree. If a sink joins in the network, a new

branch is added to the anycast tree. A sensor uses its anycasttable for transferring data

to the nearest sink. Every sink periodically sends a beacon packet to refresh anycast table

entries. ATCM approach is similar to the direct diffusion routing protocol. The anycast

table size is controlled by storing only nearest sink information. It performs well when the

updates from a sink are not frequent. ATCM mechanism has beensimulated using IEEE

802.11 MAC protocol, which has been designed explicitly forWLANs. IEEE 802.11 MAC

protocol is not suitable for energy constrained networks namely, WSN and WSAN. Ngaiet

al. have suggested a delay sensitive routing protocol (DSRP) for reliable communication

in the network [22]. The network area is segregated into virtual grids for event monitoring.

DSRP is a reliability centric framework and uses fault tolerant data aggregation mechanism

to eliminate the faulty sensors in the network. DSRP has beensimulated using IEEE 802.11

MAC protocol and considered both the sensors and actors are static. The actors are not used

properly in the network establishment and data transmission phases. Hence, DSRP creates a

lot of communication burden on resource conservative sensors and thus reduces the network

lifetime.

Durresi et al. have designed a geometric broadcast routing protocol (GBRP) to

provide energy efficient packet broadcasting in the network [38]. In GBRP, nodes take

local decisions while forwarding data to the destination. It provides low communication

overhead as it does not require neighborhood information. The actors are utilized properly

to reduce energy consumption in the sensors. GBRP uses separate protocols to handle the

broadcast mechanisms among sensors and actors. GBRP broadcasts packets in the entire

network area instead of concentrating on a specific region. Power aware routing protocol

(PARP) [39] has two versions and in the first version, every node transmits data using same

transmission power. In the second one, a sensor can dynamically adjust its transmission

power for data transmission. PARP requires a lot of space to store the large size routing

table. It chooses a route which requires less energy while forwarding the data. However, it

leads to the degradation of the delay parameter. PARP is not feasible for a dense network

as the routing table size increases with the increase in network size.

Power controlled routing protocol (PCRP) forwards the packets in a stateless

manner [40]. Each sensor sets its power level based on the distance to the intended
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neighbor. In PCRP, the sensor selects a neighbor according to the packet delay deadline

and energy required to forward the packet. PCRP needs2 to 3-hopneighbors information

to compute the packet delay, that causes control packet overhead in dynamic networks.

Due to the transmitter power control, a sensor uses small transmitting power to the nearest

node. This information may not be sensed by other neighbors that are far away and want

to send the packets at the same time. It causes a lot of packet collisions and degrades

the network performance. PCRP has been simulated using IEEE802.11 MAC protocol

which has specifically designed for WLAN. IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is not feasible

for energy constrained sensor-actor networks. Fuhrmann has proposed a scalable source

routing protocol (SSRP) for sensor-actor networks [41]. SSRP is a reactive protocol and

uses a proactive mechanism for the virtual ring construction. In SSRP, the source selects

an intermediate node that is nearest to the destination. This type of routing may not always

produce shortest paths and also increases the packet end-to-end delay.

Fei has suggested a routing protocol for light monitoring and control application

(LMCA) [42]. In LMCA, sensor-sensor coordination and actor-actor coordination is

performed in separate channels with different capacity, cost, and reliability. The backhaul

nodes are resource-rich and they act as mediators between sensor and actor networks.

The sensor network uses a data-centric routing architecture. On the other hand, the actor

network uses point-to-point communication to improve the network performance. LMCA

uses semi-automated architecture for communication, where the sink collects all the sensor

data and takes a decision. The semi-automated architectureincurs high end-to-end delay

and rapid energy depletion on the sensors. The inclusion of backhaul nodes also increases

the network design complexity.

2.1.4 Comparative Analysis of Non-cluster based Routing Protocols

To derive an overall inference, all the non-cluster based protocols under consideration are

simulated using same parameters (Table 2.1) which are used for cluster based protocols.

Figures 2.5 - 2.7 show the average end-to-end delay, averageenergy dissipation, and packet

delivery ratio, respectively for all the non-cluster basedprotocols. DEARP uses a greedy

mechanism and assures a loop-free path selection while transferring the data. It provides

reliable data transmission, and each sensor uses a periodicwake-up mechanism to improve

the network lifetime. The PCRP, DSRP, and ATCM protocols have been simulated using

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. It has specifically designed for wireless local area network

(WLAN) and does not give much emphasis to the energy efficient mechanisms as compared

to the sensor networks.
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Figure 2.5: Average end-to-end delay for non-cluster basedrouting protocols
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Figure 2.6: Average energy dissipation for non-cluster based routing protocols

SSRP may not always produce the shortest paths and requires complete network

topological information. It does not select destination actor properly, which may cause a

delay in the data transmission. GBRP is useful for only query-based applications. However,

it biases the energy consumption and delay as it uses the broadcast mechanism to transfer

the data. LMCA uses a semi-automated architecture, which produces a high delay in the

network. DEARP does not specify how to select a destination for border sensors. It requires

MAC layer information for calculating the sleep schedule ofa sensor and actors mobility

is also not considered properly. It can be observed that withrespect to all the three metrics

under consideration, DEARP outperforms other non-clusterbased routing protocols.
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Figure 2.7: Packet delivery ratio for non-cluster based routing protocols
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Figure 2.8: Average end-to-end delay of HEROP and DEARP

2.1.5 Comparison of HEROP and DEARP

Amongst the cluster based routing protocols HEROP outperforms others with respect to

all the three metrics under consideration. Similarly, DEARP is observed to have superior

performance among non-cluster based routing protocols. The two best protocols HEROP

from cluster based protocols and DEARP from non-cluster ones are compared to derive an

overall inference regarding their performance.

All the three metrics average end-to-end delay, average energy dissipation, and packet

delivery ratio performance comparison are shown in Figure 2.8, Figure 2.9, and Figure 2.10.

It can be observed that HEROP performs better as compared to DEARP. Hence, cluster

based routing protocols have a better scope in WSAN due to their own merits and the
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present research directions are witness to it. In this chapter, a cluster based delay and

energy aware coordination protocol has been proposed to improve the network lifetime and

to deliver the maximum number of packets within the bounded delay.
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Figure 2.9: Average energy dissipation of HEROP and DEARP
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Figure 2.10: Packet delivery ratio of HEROP and DEARP

2.2 Proposed Scheme

The proposed delay and energy aware coordination protocol (DEACP) is a two-level

hierarchicalK-hop clustering. In the first level, sensors form aK-hop cluster by placing

actors as cluster heads and in the second level, sink acts as the cluster head and forms

a cluster among the actors. The sensors which are1-hopaway from an actor are called

as relay nodes. The actor elects arelay node as a backup cluster head (BCH) based on
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the residual energy and node degree. BCH resumes data gathering process when an actor

performs the actions or leaves the cluster to help its neighbor actor. Each sensor reports data

to the cluster head based on the attribute set defined by the cluster head. The priority based

event forwarding mechanism is used to transfer an event information within the bounded

delay to improve the packet reliability ratio, average event waiting time, and average energy

dissipation in the network.

Sensor location
identification

Cluster
formation

Restricted periodic data
reporting mechanism

Sensor-Sensor
coordination

Sensor-Actor
coordination

Actor-Actor
coordination

Figure 2.11: DEACP framework

DEACP framework consists of six phases: sensor location identification, cluster

formation, restricted periodic data reporting mechanism,sensor-sensor coordination,

sensor-actor coordination, and actor-actor coordinationas shown in Figure 2.11. A sensor

location identification phase is used to estimate the location of sensors based on the received

signal strength. The cluster formation phase describes a two-level hierarchical clustering

algorithm and backup cluster head (BCH) selection mechanism. BCH selects a cluster head

from therelay nodes based on the residual energy and node degree. A restricted periodic

data reporting mechanism describes when a sensor has to report an event information

to the cluster head. The coordination mechanisms deal with effective communication in

sensor-sensor, sensor-actor, and actor-actor to fulfill the objective of WSAN.

2.2.1 Sensor Location Identification

In DEACP, a set of static sensorsS = {S1,S2, ......,Ssn} are uniformly deployed in an area to

detect and track the events. An optimal number of mobile actors A = {A1,A2, ......,Aan} are

also deployed at proper positions to improve their coveragearea usingk−hop independent

dominant set algorithm [32]. The sensor location can be obtained by embedding a global

positioning system (GPS) device in each sensor, but it consumes a lot of energy. Hence, a

GPS device is embedded only in the resource-rich actors. Initially, every actor broadcasts

its position andid to the sensors in its transmission range. An actor computes the distance to

the sensor in its transmission range based on the received signal strength of a reply message

from the sensors [29]. The received power at a distanced in free space model is computed
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as,

Pr(d) =
PtGtGrλ

2

(4π2d2L)
(2.3)

where,Pt is the transmission power andλ is wave length.L is system loss factor,Gt andGr

denote transmit and receiver antenna power gains, respectively. In the simulationGt, Gr ,

andλ values are defined as 1. The trilateration estimation methodis used to compute the

locations of the sensors. There are three possible scenarios when computing the location of

all the sensors in the proposed network architecture.

1. The sensor node can able to communicate with three actors.

2. The sensor node can able to communicate with at most two actors.

3. The sensor node cannot communicate with any actor.

(X1,Y1)
(X2,Y2)

(X3,Y3)

S1
(X,Y)

d1

d2

d3

Actor

Sensor

Figure 2.12: Sensor location estimation scenario with three actors

In the first situation, a sensor node can communicate with three actors then the location

of the target sensor can be obtained directly using trilateration method. In the other

two scenarios, iterative localization mode is used to compute the sensors location. In

Figure 2.12, the actors are used to estimate the location of asensor. The distance between

an actor and a sensor is computed (d1, d2, d3) using the received signal strength indication

(RSSI) method. It computes the distance between an actor anda sensor based on the

received received power of the signal. The distanced is calculated using the Equation
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2.3. The location (x, y) of the target sensor can be estimated as,

d2
1 = (x1 − x)2 + (y1 − y)2

d2
2 = (x2 − x)2 + (y2 − y)2

d2
3 = (x3 − x)2 + (y3 − y)2

(2.4)

x =
F1y32 + F2y13 + F3y21

2(x1y32 + x2y13 + x3y21)

y =
F1x32 + F2x13+ F3x21

2(y1x32 + y2x13 + y3x21)
(2.5)

where,

F1 = x2
1 + y2

1 − d2
1

F2 = x2
2 + y2

2 − d2
2

F3 = x2
3 + y2

3 − d2
3

(2.6)

and

x32 = (x3 − x2)

x13 = (x1 − x3)

x21 = (x2 − x1)

(2.7)

y32 = (y3 − y2)

y13 = (y1 − y3)

y21 = (y2 − y1)

(2.8)

(X1,Y1)
(X2,Y2)(X3,Y3)

(X,Y)
Actor

d1
d2

d3

Localized sensor Sensor

Figure 2.13: Iterative trilateration estimation scenariowith at most two actors

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show the sensor can able to communicatewith at most two actors

and cannot communicate with any actor scenarios, respectively. In these scenarios, iterative
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localization is used to estimate the location of a sensor. Inthis scheme, the sensors whose

location are computed in the first scenario are referred as localized sensors. These localized

sensors are used to estimate the location of the sensors thatare not reachable to at least

three actors by using trilateration technique. This process repeats to compute the location

of all the sensors in the network.

(X1,Y1)

(X2,Y2)

(X3,Y3)

(X,Y)

d1

d2

d3

Localized sensor Sensor

Figure 2.14: Iterative trilateration estimation scenariowith localized sensors

Base Station Sensor Actor

Figure 2.15: DEACP network architecture
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2.2.2 Cluster Formation

WSAN is a collection of resource conservative sensors and few resource-rich actors. A

two-level hierarchical clustering model has been designedto utilize actors properly and

reduce the burden on sensors as shown in Figure 2.15. In the first level, sensors are

organized into clusters, where the actor acts as a cluster head and in the second level, the

sink acts as a cluster head and forms a cluster among the actors. In every cluster, sensors

send their event information to the corresponding cluster head (actor). The actor performs

an appropriate action in the event area based on the sensor information.

It is feasible to assign a uniqueid to every actor, as few actors are deployed in the network

area. Every actor broadcasts aHello packet to itsK-hopneighbors that consist of itsid and

K value. The value ofK is defined as a ratio of actor and sensor transmission range. When

a sensor node, which is in1-hopdistance to an actor receives aHello packet, then it stores

the actor address as its neighboring address. The sensor sends aJoin packet to the actor

and forwards theHello packet to its 1-hopsensors. This process repeats until a packet

reaches the actorsK-hopneighbors. If a sensor does not receive aHello packet from any of

the actors, then announces itself as a cluster head to the neighboring sensors and transfers

the event information to the nearest actor. If a sensor node receives aHello packet from

multiple actors, then it sends aJoin packet to the nearest actor. In our approach, a sensor

may be in the communication range of more than one cluster, and such sensors are called

as gatewaynodes. Thegatewaynodes are used to forward the event information from

one cluster to another. To handle the mobility of actors, every actor should periodically

send their mobility information to the neighbor sensors. The steps followed are given in

Algorithm 1.

In the second level, the actors form a cluster, where the sinkacts as the cluster head. The

sink initiates the cluster formation process by forwardingaHello packet to the actors. If an

actor receives aHello packet, then it stores the sink address as its neighbor address. The

actor sends aJoinpacket to the sink and forwards theHello packet to its1-hopactors. This

process is repeated until a packet reaches the sinkH-hopneighboring actors. The value of

H is defined as a ratio of sink and actor transmission range. In our simulation, the sink

transmission range is considered as 1000 m. Whenever an actor is performing an action in

the event area, it will forward the information to the neighboring actors and sink. The actor

cluster formation process is given inAlgorithm 2.

The backup cluster head (BCH) selection phase will be enabled, whenever an actor

wants to perform action in the event area or leaves the cluster to help its neighboring actors.
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Algorithm 1: Sensor cluster formation

1 if nodeid ∈ A then
2 Ai → Si : broadcastHello(id,K)
3 while hop distance≤ K do
4 accept← 1
5 Si → f orward to(id,K − −)
6 end
7 end
8 if nodeid ∈ S then
9 while hop distance≤ K do

10 accept← 1
11 Si → Ai : join cluster(id, hop distance)
12 Si → f orward to(id,K − −)
13 end
14 end

Algorithm 2: Actor cluster formation

1 if nodeid = S inkthen
2 S ink→ Ai : broadcastHello(id, 2)
3 while hop distance≤ H do
4 accept← 1
5 Ai → f orward to(id,H − −)
6 end
7 end
8 if nodeid ∈ A then
9 while hop distance≤ H do

10 accept← 1
11 Ai → S ink: join cluster(id, hop distance)
12 Ai → f orward to(id,H − −)
13 end
14 end

The objective of BCH selection phase is to minimize the overall energy consumption and

packet drops in the network. In a cluster, the sensors which are 1-hopaway from an actor

are called asrelay nodesR = {RS1,RS2, ......,RSrn}. Before selecting anyrelay node as

BCH, the average residual energy (Emin) of all therelaynodes in a cluster is computed as,

Emin =
1
rn

rn
∑

i=1

REi (2.9)

where,rn is the number of relay nodes andREi is the residual energy of relay nodei.

Therelaynodes which have more residual energy thanEmin are eligible to act as a BCH.
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The backup cluster head suitability score (BCH S core) for a relay node is depends on the

residual energy of the relay node (RSi) and node degree (NDRSi ). The (BCH S core) is

computed as,

BCH S coreRSi = RERSi ∗ NDRSi (2.10)

Among the eligiblerelay nodes, the node which has the highest backup cluster head

suitability score is selected as the BCH. Newly elected BCH takes over the role of cluster

head and forwards its aggregated data to the actor. The BCH periodically compares its

residual energy withEmin. If residual energy of the BCH is less thanEmin, then it leaves

the BCH role. The remaining relay nodes perform local election among themselves to

elect a BCH. In a worst case, if all the relay nodes are not eligible to act as a BCH; then

a sensor which has the highest backup cluster head suitability score has selected as the

BCH. The cluster head switching operation takes place in onecluster does not affect regular

network operations in other clusters. When the primary cluster head (actor) comes back to

its original location then it acts as a cluster head. The BCH selection process is described

in theAlgorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Backup cluster head selection mechanism

1 if nodeid ∈ A then

2 Ai → Rj : broadcastHello(id)

3 RESi ← Residualenergy(Si)

4 NDSi ← Nodedegree(Si)

5 Rj → Ai : (RESi ,NDSi )

6 Aci → r i : (ACK)

7 foreachRelay node Rj do

8 BCH S coreSi = RESi ∗ NDSi

9 max← BCH S coreSi

10 if max< BCH S coreSi+1 then

11 max← BCH S coreSi+1

12 end

13 end

14 foreachRelay node Rj do

15 I ← max BCH S core(id)

16 Ai → Rj : broadcastHello(I )

17 end

18 end
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2.2.3 Restricted Periodic Data Reporting Mechanism

The sensors sense their environment continuously and forward a report to the cluster head in

a periodic mode. This mode of data transmission increases data redundancy and consumes

a lot of energy from sensors. To overcome this drawback, a restricted periodic data

reporting mechanism has been proposed. It is a combination of periodic and event-driven

data forwarding modes. In this mechanism, after the clusterformation phase, each actor

broadcasts an attribute set which consists of minimum value, minimum difference value,

and expected maximum idle time. The attribute set defines when a sensor should forward

its data to the cluster head. The parameters are defined as,

Minimum Value (MV): It is the minimum threshold value for a sensed attribute. Ifthe sensed

data value is greater than the minimum value then the sensor switch on its transmitter and

report the data to its cluster head.

Minimum Difference Value (MDV): It is defined as the minimum difference between two

sensed data values. If the difference between two sensed data values is more than MDV

then the sensor switch on its transmitter to forward the datato its cluster head.

Expected Maximum Idle (EMI) time: It is the maximum threshold time for which a sensor

can be idle.

The MV parameter minimizes the number of transmissions. A sensor reports the data

when the sensed attribute is greater than the minimum threshold value. The MDV parameter

further reduces the number of transmissions by removing theduplicate data. It allows the

sensor to transmit data when the difference between sensed data is more than MDV. If the

threshold values of MV and MDV parameters are not reached, then the sensors will never

communicate to the cluster head. It creates some confusion to the cluster head whether its

cluster member is alive or not. Hence, in this approach, EMI parameter is used to force

the sensors to forward the data packet after a minimum threshold period. All these three

parameters under consideration are application specific. In WSAN, various sensors may

detect a similar event. Hence, it is essential to perform data aggregation before sending it

to the actor. The intermediate sensors compute the mean of the received data and forwards

to the actor.

2.2.4 Sensor-Sensor Coordination

It is important to gather event information with minimum delay. Hence, the sensor sleep

mechanism has been proposed to achieve this objective. A sensor sleep duration depends

on its queue utilization. Whenever a sensor goes to the sleepstate, it should forward its
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sleep period information to the neighboring nodes. The sleep information is useful for the

source sensor to identify which sensor is in active state among its1-hopneighbors. Every

sensor calculates its active duration as,

APp =















APp−1 ∗ α i f qSi > 0
APp−1

β
i f qSi = 0

(2.11)

where,qSi is the queue size of the sensorSi. APp is the current active period, andAPp−1 is

the previous cycle active period. Theα andβ parameters determine the active duration. In

the proposed scheme, the value ofα andβ values are taken as 2 to change the active period

linearly. Each sensor maintains destination information,1-hop neighbors, sleep/active

status, number of packets waiting in the queue, and the residual energy in the routing table

as shown in Table 2.2. Each sensor periodically forwards itsrouting table to the1-hop

neighbors to update the information about its neighbors.

Table 2.2: Sensor routing table

Destination 1-hop
neighbor

Sleep/Active Residual energyNo of packets in queue

Actor1 S2 Active 0.5 J 2
Actor1 S6 Sleep 1.8 J 3
Actor2 S3 Sleep 0.73 J 4

2.2.5 Sensor-Actor Coordination

The primary goal of a sensor-actor coordination is to transfer sensor information to an actor

with minimum delay. In DEACP, a sensor transfers its data to the cluster head to improve

network lifetime and delay. While transferring data to the cluster head, each sensor uses

priority based event reporting mechanism. The objective ofthis mechanism is to maximize

the number of reports reaching the destination within the bounded latency. The priority

based event reporting mechanism acts as an index for route selection to meet the bounded

latency and computing the sensors active period.

In the proposed DEACP, a priority queue is used to serve the event packets based on

their delay requirement. The end-to-end delay is the summation of queuing, transmission,

propagation, and processing delays. In a dense network, thequeuing delay dominates the

end-to-end delay. Hence, the proposed mechanism tries to reduce the queuing delay. The

queuing delay depends on the number of high priority packetswaiting for transmission

across the link. The queue delay increases with the increasein network contention and

interference among the wireless links.
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Figure 2.16: Weight graph for sensor-actor coordination

Figure 2.16 shows how sensorS2 selects a forwarding sensor among its available1-hop

neighbors; withdS4Ai being the distance between the sensorS4 and actorAi. Each sensor

is enabled with one priority queue so that the packets are served based on its delay

requirement. Each sensor selects its neighbor which has themaximum neighbor-score (NS)

among its1-hopneighbors. The neighbor-score betweenSi andS j (NSSiS j ) is computed

as,

NSSiS j =

(

P(qaS j ) ∗ RES j

dq(S j)

)

(2.12)

where,P(qaS j ) is the probability of queue availability at sensorS j, dq(S j) is the average

waiting time of a packet at sensorS j, andRES j is the residual energy of the sensorS j. The

probability of queue availability at sensorS j is denoted as,

P(qaS j ) =

(

qsS j −mS j

qsS j

)

(2.13)

where,qsS j is the queue size of sensorS j andmS j is the number of packets waiting in the

sensorS j queue. Each sensor periodically forwards a control packet which consists of its

residual energy, sleep/active status, and the number of packets waiting in a queue. The

average waiting time of a packet at sensorS j is computed as,

dq(S j) = S̄ + R∗ qsS j (2.14)

where,S̄ is the average service time in the sensorS j andR is the packet arrival rate. The

average service time of a packet at a sensorS j is computed as,
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S̄ =















(1
ε
+ Le

W ) 1
pac

Pac − 4nI(n)RLe
W















(2.15)

where,Pac is the probability that the intended sensor being in active state,Le is the packet

size,W is the transmission rate, andε is the average back-off duration. If any sensor is

in the sleep state, then the value ofPac, S̄ become zero and infinity, respectively. The

neighbor-score of that sensor also becomes zero. The sensors are uniformly distributed in a

unit area, the probability that a sensor is in interfering region with its neighbors is computed

as,

I (n) = π.rS j .(nS j )
2 (2.16)

where,rS j is the radio range of a sensorS j andnS j is the number of neighbors for the sensor

S j. Each sensor needs to ensure that the packet end-to-end delay should not be more than

the bounded delay. It first calculates the advancementhSi ,S j towards the actorAi from Si to

S j.

hSi ,S j =
d(Ai ,Si) − d(Ai,S j)

d(Ai ,Si)
(2.17)

where,d(Ai ,S j) is the distance between sensorS j to actorAi. The maximum hop-to-hop

delay (delaySi ,S j ) from Si to S j is denoted as,

delaySi ,S j ≤ BDE ∗ hSi ,S j (2.18)

Each intermediate sensor updates the bounded delay of the event E (BDE) before forwarding

the data to the next hop, using the following equation:

BDE = BDE − (tdept− tarr) − dtrans− dprop (2.19)

where, (tdept− tarr) is the elapse time of the packet in a sensor.dtrans can be calculated using

transmission rate anddprop is the propagation time. In wireless transmissiondprop is in order

of microseconds. Packet delay is the summation of queue, transmission, propagation, and

processing delays (delaySi ,S j = dq + dprop + dtrans + dproc). The maximum queuing delay

dq−max is computed as,

dq−max = BDE ∗ hSi ,S j − (dtrans+ dprop+ dproc) (2.20)

When the data transmission starts, the sensor updates itsS̄ and routing table to make

sure that the transmission completes in theBDE. If the bounded delay does not meet, then

the sensor has to forward the packets in another route. In worst case, if any alternative route

is not found, the sensor informs its previous node to select an alternative route for next

transmission.
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2.2.6 Actor-Actor Coordination

The actor-actor coordination manages to perform reliable actions in the event area. A

single actor can not perform actions independently in the event area, due to its energy

and transmission range constraints. Hence, actors coordinate among themselves to

perform actions by optimally allocating tasks to each other. The actor-actor coordination

mechanisms are divided into action-first and decision-firstcoordination mechanisms. In the

action-first coordination, an actor begins the action and then informs it to other actors. The

actors are allowed to take their decisions independently whether to join in the action or not.

On the other hand, in decision-first coordination, the actorcommunicates with its neighbor

actors before performing any actions in the event area assuming its own constraints. The

action-first scheme performs well as compared to the decision-first with respect to delay

parameter. In this work, we have preferred action-first scheme due to its inherent advantage

over decision-first scheme.

In the proposed coordination mechanism, whenever an actor receives the event

information from its cluster members, it processes the information and updates its event

table. The event information is relayed to the sink through its neighboring actors. Each

actor and sink maintains an event table as shown in Table 2.3.It consists a list of

events, event locations, and actors which are performing actions on the event areas. In

a cluster, if multiple events occur simultaneously, then a single actor can not perform

actions independently in the event location. In this scenario, the actor seeks the help of

its neighboring actors to perform reliable actions in the event area. The actor which is

near to primary actor as compared to the available actors will perform actions in the event

area. In our proposed mechanism the actor assumes the sourcesensor location as the event

location information.

Table 2.3: Event table

Events Position Actor
Event1 (x15, y20) Actor1
Event2 (x3, y12) Actor2
Event3 (x32, y6) Actor3

2.3 Simulation Results and Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the proposed DEACP routing protocol, simulations have

been carried out using NS-2 simulator. A radio model is considered to compute the energy
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consumption while transmitting and receiving the data which is described in Section 2.1.

To perform simulation, 100 - 1000 static sensors are deployed uniformly in a 1000× 1000

m2 network area. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol is used for sensorswhereas IEEE 802.11 is

utilized for actors. The simulation parameters like data transfer rate, sensors initial energy,

sink transmission range are listed in Table 2.4. In the proposed DEACP, it is assumed

that sensors are static and actors are semi-mobile. Initially, the actors are deployed at

proper positions to improve their coverage area usingk-hop independent dominant set

algorithm [32]. If an event occurs, the actor moves to the target location and performs

required action. The actor comes back to its original location after performing actions in

the target location. Three simulation scenarios are considered to analyze the performance

of the proposed protocol with the two best cluster based routing protocols in WSAN i.e.

HEROP [28] and DTAP [33]. Various metrics such as packet reliability ratio, average event

waiting time, and average energy consumption in the networkare used to investigate the

performance of the proposed DEACP protocol, and existing HEROP and DTAP protocols.

Table 2.4: Simulation parameters for DEACP

Parameters Values
Network Area 1000× 1000m2

Simulation Duration 200 s
Traffic Flow CBR

CBR packet interval 0.05 s
Number of Sensors 100 - 1000
Number of Actors 3 - 12

Seed value 0
Sensor’s Transmission Range 100 m
Actor’s Transmission Range 300 m

Sink transmission range 1000 m
K 3

Packet Size 64 B
Bounded Delay 2 - 3.5 s

Data Transfer Rate 20 pkt/s
Sensor’s Initial Energy 2J

Eelec 50nJ/bit
E f s 10pJ/bit/m2

Emp 0.0013pJ/bit/m4

2.3.1 Simulation Scenario 1

In this scenario, the number of sensors is varied from 100 - 1000 in a step of 100. Each

active sensor transfers the data with transfer rate of 20 pkts/s. The performance of the
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proposed DEACP is analyzed with packet reliability ratio, average event waiting time,

optimal number of actors, and average energy consumption inthe network. It is not feasible

to deploy a huge number of high cost resource-rich actors in the monitoring area. In the

proposed DEACP, an optimal number of actors (Aopt) are computed based on the number

of sensors and network area [43]. The optimal number of actors in DEACP increases with

the increase in number of sensors for fixed size of network area as shown in Figure 2.17.

Aopt is computed using the following equation.

Aopt =























√

N
2π

√

E f s

Emp

M
d2

toBS























(2.21)

where,N is the number of sensors andM is the network region. The average distance

(dtoBS) from a cluster head to the base station is computed as,

dtoBS = 0.765
M
2

(2.22)
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Figure 2.17: Optimal number of actors vs number of sensors for DEACP

Figure 2.18 shows the packet reliability ratio of the proposed DEACP for bounded delay

varied from 2 seconds - 3.5 seconds in a step of 0.5. The packetreliability ratio is defined

as the ratio of number of packets successfully delivered to an actor within the predefined

latency to the total number of packets are forwarded by the sensors. It can be observed

that the packet reliability ratio in DEACP increases with the increase in bounded delay and

inversely proportional to the network density.

The event waiting time is defined as the difference in time between the occurrence of

an event to the starting time of an action performed by an actor. The number of events is
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Figure 2.18: Packet reliability ratio of DEACP for various bounded delays

varied from 2 - 6 in a step of 1. The bounded delay for each eventis fixed to 2 seconds.

The number of actors is varied based on the number of sensors.Figure 2.19 depicts that the

average event waiting time in the proposed DEACP is directlyproportional to the network

density and number of events.
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Figure 2.19: Average event waiting time in DEACP with numberof events

The energy consumption in the network is defined as the amountof energy consumed to

establish the network and to transfer the event informationfrom a source to the destination.

Figure 2.20 shows the average energy dissipated by the proposed mechanism in the network

under backup cluster head scenario and without backup cluster head scenario. In DEACP,

the BCH mechanism reduces the cluster reconfiguration process by switching the cluster

head. Whenever the primary cluster head (actor) leaves the cluster, the BCH performs
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Figure 2.20: Average energy dissipation vs network densityfor the proposed DEACP

data gathering process from its cluster members. It can be observed from Figure 2.20,

that DEACP under backup cluster head scenario consumes lessenergy as compared to the

normal conditions.

2.3.2 Simulation Scenario 2

In this scenario, the performance of the proposed DEACP is compared with the existing

HEROP and DTAP cluster based routing protocols. To compare the performance, the

number of sensors varied from 100 - 1000 in a step of 100. Each active sensor transfer

20 pkts/s. The optimal number of actors is varied based on the number of sensors. The

event bounded delay is fixed to 2 seconds. The network metricssuch as packet reliability

ratio, average energy dissipation, and average event waiting time are used to analyze the

performance of the three protocols under consideration.

Figure 2.21 depicts the packet reliability ratio of the proposed DEACP, and existing

HEROP and DTAP protocols for number of sensors varied from 100 - 1000 in a step of

100. In WSAN, a lot of packets will be dropped due to the presence of a large number

of sensors, mobility of actors, and network congestion. In DEACP, a restricted periodic

data reporting mechanism has been proposed to decrease the data redundancy and traffic

flow in the network. The backup cluster head selection mechanism is used to reduce the

packet losses in the cluster when a primary cluster head (actor) wants to perform actions

in the event area or leaves the cluster to help its neighboring actors. It can be observed

from Figure 2.21 that the proposed DEACP achieves 8% more packet reliability ratio as

compared to the existing cluster based routing protocols i.e. HEROP and DTAP.
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Figure 2.21: Comparative analysis of packet reliability ratio with number of sensors

The average energy dissipation for all the three protocols under consideration is shown

in Figure 2.22. Due to a large number of battery constrained sensors, it is crucial to design

an energy efficient routing protocol to improve the network lifetime. In DEACP, each sensor

goes to sleep state when it does not have any data to send to theneighbors. Further, actor

acts a cluster head to reduce the burden on sensors. Hence, the proposed DEACP consumes

27% less energy as compared to the existing routing protocols.
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Figure 2.22: Comparative analysis of average energy dissipation with number of sensors

Figure 2.23 depicts the average event waiting time for the proposed DEACP, and

existing HEROP and DTAP protocols for number of sensors varied from 100 - 1000 in

a step of 100. The number of events is fixed to 2. The average event waiting time increases

with the increase in network density for all the three protocols under consideration. In the
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proposed DEACP, each sensor transfers its data directly to the cluster members and also

considers the delay for transferring data to its1-hopsensor before transmitting data to the

particular sensor. Hence, the proposed DEACP outperforms achieves 50% less average

event waiting time as compared to the existing protocols.
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Figure 2.23: Comparative analysis of average event waitingtime with number of sensors

2.3.3 Simulation Scenario 3

In this scenario, the data transfer rate varied from 20 - 60 pkts/s in a step of 10 pkts/s.

The number of sensors and actors are fixed to 500 and 7, respectively. Two events are

randomly generated in the network. The event information should reach to the cluster head

(actor) with in the bounded delay of 2 seconds. Figure 2.24 illustrates the average event

waiting time for all the three protocols under consideration. It can be observed that the

average event waiting time is directly proportional to the data transfer rate and the proposed

DEACP performs actions with 25% less delay as compared to theexisting HEROP and

DTAP protocols.

The comparison of all the three protocols with respect to packet reliability ratio is shown

in Figure 2.25. In the proposed DEACP, the backup cluster head mechanism is used

to gather the information from cluster members when the primary cluster head (actor)

performing actions in the event area or leaves the cluster tohelp its neighboring clusters.

Further, a priority based event reporting mechanism is usedto deliver the event information

in the bounded delay. Hence, the proposed DEACP achieves 11%high packet delivery ratio

compared to its competitive protocols as shown in Figure 2.25.
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Figure 2.24: Comparative analysis of average event waitingtime with data transfer rates
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Figure 2.25: Comparative analysis of packet reliability ratio with data transfer rates

Figure 2.26 shows the average energy dissipation in the network for DEACP, HEROP,

and DTAP. In DEACP, sensor residual energy is considered in the data forwarding and

backup cluster head mechanisms. The actor acts as a primary cluster head to reduce the

burden on resource conservative sensors. Each sensor goes to sleep state when it does

not have any packets to transfer, which improves the sensors’ lifetime. It can be observed

that the proposed DEACP consumes 13% less energy as comparedto the existing routing

protocols.
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Figure 2.26: Comparative analysis of average energy dissipation with data transfer rates

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, a delay and energy aware coordination protocol (DEACP) has been proposed

in WSAN to improve the network performance. The network reliability is closely related

to the data freshness and energy efficient data reporting mechanism. Hence, they should

be optimized together. In the proposed DEACP, initially an optimal number of actors is

calculated based on the number of sensors and network area. An energy efficient two-level

hierarchicalK-hopclustering algorithm has been proposed in WSAN. Whenever anactor

leaves its cluster, the backup cluster head (BCH) gathers the event information from its

cluster members. The restricted periodic data reporting mechanism reports only few data

packets using an attribute set defined by the actor to reduce the energy usage and network

congestion. A priority based event forwarding mechanism has been also proposed to deliver

the maximum number of packets within the bounded delay.

The performance of the proposed coordination protocol has been evaluated through

simulations in NS-2. The results are analyzed using variousmetrics such as average energy

dissipation in the network, packet reliability ratio, and average event waiting time. The

simulation results reveal that the proposed coordination protocol outperforms the existing

HEROP and DTAP.
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Chapter 3

IAMMAC: An Interference Aware
Multi-channel MAC Protocol

Wireless sensor-actor network (WSAN) is a collection of resource conservative sensors

and resource-rich actors. Each active sensor traces eventsin the network area and transfers

it to the actor, where actor processes the data and executes efficient actions in the event

area. WSAN supports IEEE 802.15.4 medium access control (MAC) standard to provide

communication among nodes. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC standard provides 16 non-orthogonal

channels, but the existing MAC protocols do not utilize these channels to achieve better

performance [44].

Channel 1

Collision

Channel 1 Channel 2

No Collision

(a) Single channel communication

(b) Multi-channel communication

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Figure 3.1: Data transmission using single channel and multi-channel

In Figure 3.1(a), nodes 3 and 4 cannot communicate with each other, when nodes 1 and

2 are already in communication mode. According to the IEEE 802.11 standard, the ready

to send (RTS)/clear to send (CTS) messages between nodes 1 and 2 block the node 3 from

transferring data to node 4. This problem occurs due to the use of a single channel in the
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communication [45]. To overcome this problem, various researchers have suggested the

use of multiple channels for communication among the nodes [46].

In a multi-channel communication, as depicted in Figure 3.1(b), nodes 3 and 4 can

communicate with each other using channel 2, whereas nodes 1and 2 can communicate

with non-interfering channel 1. By using multiple channels, one can achieve a higher

throughput in the network than the single channel because multiple transmissions can take

place in parallel without any interference [47]. Existing single channel MAC protocols may

not perform well in a multi-channel environment because they may create a multi-channel

hidden terminal problem in WSAN [48]. This problem occurs where nodes may listen to

different channels, that makes it difficult to use virtual carrier sensing mechanism to avoid

the hidden terminal problem.

X Y Z W

CH

1
CH

1

RTS

CTS (2)

CH

1

Collision

Data

Data

ACK

CH

1

CH

3

CH

3

RTS

CTS (2)

Data

Time

Figure 3.2: Multi-channel hidden terminal problem scenario

To understand the multi-channel hidden terminal problem, let us consider four nodes X,

Y, Z and W and three channels CH1, CH2 and CH3 are available forcommunication among

them (Figure 3.2). If node X wants to communicate with Y, thenX sends an RTS packet

using the channel CH1. Y chooses channel CH2 for transferring the data, and sends a CTS

packet to X. These control messages reserve channel CH2 in the transmission ranges of

X and Y. However, when node Y sends a CTS packet to X, node Z is busy in listening

channel CH3, so it does not hear the CTS packet of node Y. Hence, it does not notice the

communication taking place between X and Y on channel CH2. Atthe same time, if Z

initiates the communication with W and selects channel CH2,then a collision will occur

at node Y. This problem occurs when a node has a single transceiver and can listen only
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to one channel at a given instant of time. To overcome this drawback, various researchers

have worked in the direction using multiple transceivers ina sensor [49]. These protocols

use a common channel to negotiate for a data channel. Enabling multiple transceivers on a

sensor reduces the network lifetime.

The type of antenna chosen for communication also plays a vital role in the performance

of a MAC protocol [50]. Generally, antennas are categorizedinto omnidirectional and

directional antennas based on their coverage. The omnidirectional antenna radiates radio

wave power uniformly in all the directions. On the other hand, the directional antenna

radiates more power in one direction and reduces the interference from unwanted sources.

A multi-channel MAC protocol should address issues in channel assignment and medium

access mechanism. The channel assignment mechanism decides which channel is used by

the node to communicate with its neighbor. The medium accessmechanism resolves the

collisions using a particular channel [51]. The state-of-the-art research in WSAN reports

about receiver and link based channel allocation mechanisms. In a receiver based channel

allocation, each node is assigned with a channel to receive packets from its neighbors. In

link based channel allocation, every link is assigned to a channel to transfer data along the

link. It allows better spatial reuse, due to the flexibility in assigning different channels to

different senders [52].

A delay and energy aware coordination protocol (DEACP) has been discussed in the

Chapter 2 to deliver the maximum number of packets within thebounded delay. In this

chapter, an interference aware multi-channel MAC protocolhas been proposed to assign

channels for the communication in DEACP. In IAMMAC protocol, the cluster head (actor)

divides the cluster into multiple vertex disjoint subtreesand assigns a static channel to

each subtree. An actor selects a maximum throughput channelto communicate with its

neighboring actor.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 describes various

multi-channel MAC protocols available in the literature tolist out their merits and demerits.

The proposed interference aware multi-channel MAC protocol for DEACP is discussed

in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents simulation results andanalysis. Finally, Section 3.4

summarizes the chapter.
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3.1 Related Work

Maximizing the network lifetime is a common objective in sensor networks as sensors are

resource conservative. However in WSAN, both packet delay and network lifetime should

be considered while designing a MAC protocol. The packet delay can highly impact the

performance of WSAN applications. On the other hand, due to the existence of a large

number of resource conservative sensor nodes, it is important to design delay and energy

efficient MAC protocols. In WSAN, there are four major energy consuming sources at

the MAC layer such as collisions, overhearing, control overhead, and idle listening. An

efficient MAC protocol should consider these factors to improvethe network lifetime.

The existing MAC protocols can be classified into a single channel and multi-channel

MAC protocols, based on the number of channels accessible byeach node. The single

channel MAC protocols suffer from high collisions, network congestion, and hidden

terminal problems. These problems degrade the network performance. In the multi-channel

MAC protocol, the overall bandwidth is equally divided ton channels. Further, the

multi-channel MAC protocols are classified into single transceiver and multi-transceiver

multi-channel MAC protocols. In the single transceiver multi-channel MAC protocols,

each node can transmit or listen on a single channel at any given instant of time. These

protocols may also face the multi-channel hidden terminal problem. Carleyet al. have

proposed a single channel MAC protocol for WSAN [53]. It usesa packet scheduler to

provide priority for every node in accessing the channel. Jungmin et al. have proposed

a multi-channel MAC protocol for ad-hoc networks (MMAC) [54]. The time duration is

segregated into slots and each slot is further divided into ad-hoc traffic indication message

(ATIM) window and data transmission phase. In the ATIM window, each node transfers

its channel negotiation messages in the default channel. Inthe data transmission phase,

a sender transfers its data to the destination using the assigned data channel. Chenet al.

have proposed a MAC protocol for ad-hoc networks [55]. It is similar to MMAC protocol.

However, the time duration slot is variable.

A quality of service (QoS) aware multi-channel MAC protocolhas been proposed in

sensor networks [46]. It supports dynamic channel assignment mechanism and each

sensor node is equipped with a directional antenna. It is suitable for short packet

transmission under low traffic networks. A multiple channel reservation MAC protocol

has been proposed to tackle the channel conflict problem [56]. It is a fully distributed

MAC protocol and does not require time synchronization. Diab et al. have proposed a

channel allocation mechanism for hybrid multi-channel MACprotocol to improve network
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performance in sensor networks [45]. Each sensor uses3-hopneighborhood information

to select an interference free channel. Computing3-hopneighborhood information causes

control packet overhead and reduces the network lifetime. Gong et al. have proposed

a multi-channel cooperative multiple-input multiple-output (MMIMO) MAC protocol in

sensor networks [57]. The sensors are organized into clusters, and each cluster head selects

few cooperative nodes to forward data to other clusters. Forintra-cluster communication,

different channels are assigned to adjacent clusters to reduce collisions. In inter-cluster

communication, cooperative MIMO links are used to improve the network lifetime and

throughput [58]. The multiple transceiver protocols consume a lot of energy. Hence, these

protocols do not perform well in the energy constrained sensor networks.

In the multi-radio model, each node consists of two radios totransmit/receive data

independently. It improves network performance at the costof energy consumption. Bahl

et al. have analyzed the impact of a multi-radio communication model in the network

performance [59]. They reveal that a multi-radio platform offers significant benefits for

wireless systems. Wanget al. have proposed an energy efficient protocol for wireless

LAN [60]. An interference aware channel assignment has beenproposed for multi-radio

wireless mesh networks [61]. It uses a multi-radio conflict graph to model the interference

between routers. It is simulated using IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, which is not suitable

for sensor networks. Diabet al. have proposed a multi-channel MAC protocol with

multi-interface sink in sensor networks [62]. It is an extension to hybrid multi-channel

MAC (HMC-MAC) protocol and considers interference caused by the technologies [63].

Liu et al. have proposed a dynamic multi-radio and multi-channel MAC (DMMA) protocol

for sensor networks [64]. Each sensor dynamically selects achannel based on the spectrum

availability. DMMA uses a multi-radio sleeping mechanism to improve the network

lifetime.

The multi-radio multi-channel MAC protocols improve the network performance

compared to single radio mechanisms but reduces the sensors’ lifetime. All the existing

MAC protocols do not consider the channel utilization, interference, and capacity. These

protocols do not perform well in WSAN, because of its unique characteristics. Hence, there

exists a scope to design new multi-channel MAC protocols forWSAN. To address all these

issues, in this chapter, an interference aware multi-channel protocol has been proposed to

assign channels for sensor-sensor, sensor-actor, and actor-actor coordination in WSAN.
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3.2 Interference Aware Multi-channel MAC Protocol

In the proposed interference aware multi-channel MAC (IAMMAC) protocol, the cluster

head (actor) divides the cluster into multiple vertex disjoint subtrees and assigns a static

channel to each subtree for sensor-actor coordination. In actor-actor coordination, an

actor selects a maximum throughput channel to communicate with its neighboring actor.

This proposed IAMMAC protocol improves the average packet delay, goodput, packet

delivery ratio, and average energy dissipation in the network. The network assumptions

for IAMMAC protocol and protocol framework are discussed below in detail.

3.2.1 Network Assumptions

The following assumptions are considered while designing the IAMMAC protocol.

(a) Let there beC number of non-orthogonal channels with same bandwidths are

available. Out ofC channels one channel is used as control channel andC−1 channels

are used as data channels. The control and data channels are used to transfer control

and data messages, respectively.

(b) Each sensor node is equipped with a half-duplex transceiver and directional antenna.

Hence, a sensor can either transmit or receive data only on a single channel.

(c) The actor node is equipped with multiple radios and on each radio T number of

channels are available.

(d) The sensors are static, but actors are semi-mobile nodes. Initially, the actors are

placed in fixed positions. If an event occurs, they move to theevent locations, perform

the required actions, and come back to their original locations.

3.2.2 IAMMAC Protocol Framework

The IAMMAC protocol framework (Figure 3.3) consists of three phases: channel

assignment for sensor-sensor and sensor-actor coordination, a contention based MAC

protocol, and channel selection mechanism for actor-actorcoordination. The channel

assignment for sensor-sensor and actor-actor coordination phase decides which channel

is used by the sensor to communicate with its1-hopsensor in the vertex-disjoint subtree

for transferring the event information to the cluster head (actor). The contention based

MAC protocol resolves the collisions while using a particular channel in the vertex-disjoint

subtree. In the channel selection mechanism for actor-actor coordination, an actor selects a

maximum throughput channel to communicate with its neighboring actor.
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Contention

based MAC 

protocol

Channel selection

for actor-actor 

coordination 

Channel assignment

for sensor-sensor and

actor-actor coordination

Figure 3.3: IAMMAC protocol framework

Channel Assignment for Sensor-Sensor and Actor-Actor Coordination

A multi-channel MAC protocol should address the problems inchannel assignment and

medium access mechanism. The channel assignment mechanismdecides which channel

is used by the node to communicate with its neighbor. The medium access mechanism

resolves the collisions when using a particular channel. The proposed IAMMAC protocol

uses the link based channel access mechanism and contentionbased MAC protocol. Two

sensors in a cluster are said to interfere each other, if a sensor transmission interferes with

another sensor. To eliminate the interference among sensors, each sensor should use a

channel, which is different from its interfering sensors. In our proposed channelassignment

mechanism, an actor calculates the shortest path to all of its cluster members (sensors) in a

cluster using Dijkstra’s algorithm.

This mechanism reduces the burden on sensors. For calculating the shortest path, every

link is assigned a weight (WSi ,S j ) using the sensor remaining energy. TheWSi ,S j represents

the link weight between sensorSi and S j. It is computed using the residual energy of

sensorS j. After calculating the shortest path, an actor divides the cluster into multiple

vertex-disjoint subtrees all rooted at the actor. Then, it allocates a non-interference channel

to each subtree. It is similar to the link based channel allocation mechanism. The actor

assigns a non-interference channel to its1-hop relaynodes using greedy based mechanism.

The actor checks whether the distance between the tworelay nodes is more than the

sensor interference range, while assigning the same channel to its any otherrelay node.

The channel assignment information is transferred using a common control channel. The

1-hopsensor assigns the same channel to its2-hopchild sensors in the subtree as shown in

Figure 3.4.

The proposed channel assignment algorithm reduces the channel interference in the

inter-subtrees, but still interference exists in the intra-subtree. In the link based channel

allocation, a non-interference channel is assigned to every link. So, the data is transmitted

on that link using the assigned channel. A channel is assigned for every sensor except the

actor. Hence, the receiver should use the same channel on which the sender is transmitting
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the data.

Sensor ActorRelay node

Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3

Figure 3.4: Channel assignment in a cluster

SensorRelay node

Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3

BCH

Figure 3.5: Channel assignment in a cluster under backup cluster head scenario

Figure 3.5 depicts the channel assignment under the backup cluster head (BCH) in a

cluster. Among therelay(sensors which are1-hopaway from actor) nodes, the actor selects

a relay node as the BCH based on the backup cluster head score which isdescribed in

Section 2.2.2 (Chapter 2). After selecting a BCH from therelaynodes, the actor broadcasts
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this information to the remainingrelay nodes using the common control channel. All the

relay nodes communicate with the BCH using the same channel, but the corresponding

child sensors channels are not disturbed. The leaf nodes transfer data to therelay nodes

using multi-hop communication, then therelay nodes forward the received data to BCH.

An actor acts as the cluster head when it comes back to its original location.

Contention Based MAC Protocol

Only channel assignment mechanism can not resolve the interference caused by the

child sensors in the subtree. It should be further reduced byusing contention free or

contention based MAC protocols. The contention free MAC protocol requires tight time

synchronization which creates a lot of burden on resource conservative sensors and provides

less throughput under low traffic conditions. Hence, the proposed IAMMAC protocol uses

a contention based MAC protocol. If two sensors want to communicate with a common

parent, then the sensor who wins in the contention phase transfers its data to the parent

node. The carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism is

to used in the contention phase. The control messages are transferred using the common

control channel to improve network throughput. If a sensor does not have data to transmit,

then it will go to sleep state and forward its sleep duration to its1-hopneighbors. The sleep

period reduces the energy consumption and idle listening time in the network.

Channel Selection Mechanism for Actor-Actor Coordination

A delay aware MAC protocol is required for actor-actor coordination in WSAN. Energy is

not an important parameter while designing a MAC protocol for actor-actor coordination

because an actor is a resource-rich node. A throughput basedmulti-channel MAC protocol

has been designed for actor-actor coordination. Each actoris embedded with two radios for

sensor-actor and actor-actor coordination. So, the data transmission in a sensor-actor phase

does not interfere with the actor-actor coordination. The interference is considered while

computing the channel throughput. The proposed multi-channel MAC protocol selects a

channel which provides maximum throughput among the available channels [65]. This

leads to finding a better channel from source to destination and increases the network

performance. In this protocol, time is segregated into beacon intervals. Each beacon

interval is further divided into ad-hoc traffic indication message (ATIM) window and data

transmission phase as shown in Figure 3.6. During ATIM window, the actors negotiate

for maximum throughput channel with the destination to transfer the data. The channel

negotiation between source and destination is done via a common control channel. In

the ATIM window, each actor should listen to the control channel and sends its control
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messages.

ATIM window Data transmission

Figure 3.6: Channel architecture for actor-actor coordination

Let us consider a scenario where actorAi wants to transfer data to the actorA j. Actor

Ai senses the control channel, if it is idle for distributed interframe spacing (DIFS) time,

then it generates a random back-off time in the range [0,cw− 1]. Where,cw is the size

of the contention window. When the back-off timer reaches to zero, the actorAi sends

a ready to send (RTS) packet. If it is successfully received,the actorA j waits for a short

interframe spacing (SIFS) time and sends a clear to send (CTS) packet. The actorAi sends a

probe packet to actorA j that consists of maximum throughput channel among the available

channels. After receiving a probe packet, the actorA j checks the channel with its neighbors.

If it does not provide interference then it sends a confirmation packet else sends an invalid

message. This MAC protocol tries to reduce the collisions and selects a channel which

provides highest throughput among the available channels.The steps followed are given in

Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Channel selection in actor-actor coordination

1 Channel(NB,S N,MR)
2 foreachChannel Ci do
3 ΨCi =

AGaiφCckZCck(1−QCck)
n
∑

T=0
nφTZT(1−QT )

4 max← ΨC0

5 if max< ΨCi then
6 max← ΨCi BC← Ci

7 end
8 end
9 A j → Ak : RTS(BC)

10 Ak → A j: CTS

Let us consider an actorAi sends data to the actorA j over channelCck. The throughput

for channelCck from actorAi to A j is calculated as,

Ψ
Cck
AiA j

(t) =
AGAiφCckZCck(1− QCck)

n
∑

T=0
φTZT(1− QT)

(3.1)
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where,ΨCck
AiA j

(t) denotes the throughput of channelCck between actorsAi andA j at timet.

AGAi denotes aggregated throughput of the actorAi , and it is the sum of the data rates that

are delivered to actorAi. TheφCck represents the service probability of channelCck. QCck

represents the channel loss probability and it is the ratio of number of packets dropped and

number of packets successfully transferred.ZCck defines the channel (Cck) service rate. The

ZCck is the sum number of packets that are successfully transmitted and number of packets

that are dropped. The service probability (φCck) of the channelCck is calculated as,

φCck =
ωCckMCCck

n
∑

Cck=0
ωCckMCCck

(3.2)

The ωCck provides the window size at the back-off time t and MCCck calculates the

maximum capacity of channelCck. According to Shannon’s theorem, the channel capacity

not only depends on its bandwidth, but also depends on the received signal strength and

interference [66]. The maximum capacity (MCCck) that a channelCck can provide between

actorAi andA j can be computed as,

MCCck = Blog2

















1+
RCck

y,A j

GN+ RCck
I ,A j

















(3.3)

where,GN is the white Gaussian noise power,B is the bandwidth of the channelCck,

andRCck
y,A j

is the received signal power by the sensorA j. The RCck
y,A j

value depends on the

node density and probability of a node in active state. TheRCck
I ,A j

provides the interference

information at sensorA j in channelCck. The channel interference is estimated as,

RCck
I ,A j
=

1
nsA j ∗ MAi ,A j

∑

Cck∈C
DCck +

∑

Cck∈C
CSCck (3.4)

where,RCck
I ,A j

value is close to zero then it indicates the channelCck has less interference

from its neighbors.nsA j represents neighbor set of actorA j , which is useful to calculate the

interfering actors withA j during data transmission on channelCck. MAi ,A j is the expected

transmission time (ETT) betweenAi and A j, DCck represents the interference-aware

resources for channelCck, andCSCck defines channel switching cost. In our simulation, the

channel switching cost is fixed to 224µs. The ETT between actorAi andA j is calculated

as,

MAi ,A j =
1

(1− p)
∗ PS

B
(3.5)

where, p denotes the probability of an unsuccessful transmission.PS and B represent

probe packet size and bandwidth of the channelCck, respectively. The probabilityp can be
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computed as,

p = 1− (1− pf d)(1− prd) (3.6)

where, pf d and prd define the probability of packet loss in the forward and reverse

directions, respectively. The interference aware resources for channelCck is estimated as,

DCck = MAi ,A j ∗ nsA j (3.7)

In the IAMMAC protocol, an actor assigns a set of channels to its cluster members. The

sensors transfer data to their corresponding parent nodes using assigned data channels. It

is a centralized approach and reduces burden on the sensor nodes. The actor performs

reliable and timely actions in the event area based on the sensors’ information. If an actor

alone can not perform appropriate actions in the event area,then it can seek the help of

neighboring actors. An actor selects a maximum throughput channel among the available

channels to communicate with its neighboring actors. The channel selection mechanism

for actor-actor coordination calculates the channel interference level using ETT parameter.

The ETT calculation consumes a lot of energy but gives accurate results in the channel

interference level. Hence, it is used in the actor-actor coordination, because actors are

resource-rich nodes.

3.3 Simulation Results and Analysis

The performance of IAMMAC protocol is evaluated using NS2 simulator. Each sensor is

enabled with single radio and directional antenna whereas an actor is embedded with two

radios for sensor-actor and actor-actor coordination. Multiple channels and omnidirectional

antenna are enabled on each radio of an actor. In simulation,the size of the data packet is

defined as 64 bytes, beacon interval is 100 ms, and the ATIM window size is 20 ms. The

number of channels is varied from 3 to 4. 100 - 1000 static sensors are placed uniformly

deployed in the 1000× 1000m2 area.

In the proposed IAMMAC, we have assumed that actors are semi-mobile. Initially,

the actors are deployed at proper positions to improve theircoverage area usingk-hop

independent dominant set algorithm [32]. If an event occurs, the actor moves to the target

location and perform required actions. The actor comes backto its original location after

performing actions in the target location. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1.

A radio model is considered to compute the energy consumption while transmitting and

receiving the data which is described in Section 2.1 (Chapter 2). Three simulation scenarios
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are considered to analyze the performance of the proposed IAMMAC protocol with its

competitive MAC protocols.

Table 3.1: Simulation parameters for IAMMAC

Parameters Values
Simulation Duration 200 s

Traffic Flow CBR
CBR packet interval 0.05 - 0.016 s

Routing protocol DEACP
Sensor’s Transmission Range 100 m
Actor’s Transmission Range 300 m
Optimal number of actors 3 - 12

K 3
Seed value 0

Channel Switching Cost 224µs
Number of sensors 100 - 1000

Sensor’s Initial Energy 2J
Packet Size 64 B

ATIM window size 20 ms
Beacon interval 100 ms

Data Transfer Rate 20 - 60 pkts/s
Number of channels 3 - 4

Eelec 50nJ/bit
E f s 10pJ/bit/m2

Emp 0.0013pJ/bit/m4

3.3.1 Simulation Scenario 1

The simulation has been carried out by varying the number of channels as either three or

four. The number of sensors being varied from 100 - 1000 in a step of 100. Based on the

number of sensors, an optimal number of actors varied from 3 to 12. Each active sensor

transfers 20 pkts/s. Along with the proposed IAMMAC protocol, the existing protocols like

DMMA [64] and MMIMO [57] are also simulated using same parameters for performance

comparison. The network metrics such as average end-to-enddelay, packet delivery ratio,

average goodput, and average energy consumption are used toanalyze the performance of

all the three protocols under consideration.

Figure 3.7 depicts the average end-to-end delay for three channels and similar results

are shown in Figure 3.8 for four channels. The simulation results indicate that the

average end-to-end delay increases with the increase in network density and it is inversely

proportional to the number of channels. In the proposed IAMMAC protocol, the contention
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between intra-subtree sensors are minimal. However, the inter-subtree contention still

exists. A contention based MAC protocol has been used to further reduce the contention.

The proposed IAMMAC protocol performs well as compared to the existing DMMA,

MMIMO MAC protocols. Further, the proposed IAMMAC deliversthe data with 8% and

11% less time as compared to the existing mechanisms for three channels and four channels,

respectively .
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Figure 3.7: Comparative analysis of average end-to-end delay with number of sensors
(number of channels= 3)
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Figure 3.8: Comparative analysis of average end-to-end delay with number of sensors
(number of channels= 4)

In WSAN, the packet delivery ratio depends on the link lifetime and congestion in the

network. The IAMMAC protocol reduces the network congestion by transferring data
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through multiple channels. The control and data packets aretransferred using control

channel and assigned data channel, respectively. Each actor is enabled with multiple

channels to improve the network performance. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show that the proposed

IAMMAC protocol achieves 12% and 11% more packet delivery ratio as compared to the

existing DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols for three and four channels, respectively.
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Figure 3.9: Comparative analysis of packet delivery ratio with number of sensors (number
of channels= 3)
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Figure 3.10: Comparative analysis of packet delivery ratiowith number of sensors (number
of channels= 4)

WSAN consists of a vast number of battery constrained sensors, so it is important

to design an energy efficient MAC protocol. In IAMMAC protocol, a sensor goes to

sleep state whenever it does not have any data to send. An actor reduces the burden

on sensors by performing energy consuming tasks namely, shortest path calculation and
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channel allocation for all the sensors. Hence, average energy consumption in the network

for IAMMAC protocol is less as compared to the existing DMMA and MMIMO MAC

protocols. Figures 3.11 and 3.12 depict that the average energy consumption in the network

increases with the increase in network density and inversely proportional to the number of

channels for a constant data transfer rate.
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Figure 3.11: Comparative analysis of average energy dissipation with number of sensors
(number of channels= 3)
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Figure 3.12: Comparative analysis of average energy dissipation with number of sensors
(number of channels= 4)

Goodput is an application level throughput and can be definedas the number of useful

bits that have been delivered to the destination per unit time. It excludes protocol overhead

bits and retransmitted data packets. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 illustrate the performance of the

proposed IAMMAC, existing DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols withrespect to average
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goodput in the network. The average goodput increases with the increase in number of

sensors and number of channels. The goodput depends on the data transfer delay and packet

delivery ratio. As, IAMMAC protocol achieves less transmission delay and more packet

delivery ratio as compared to DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols. Hence, IAMMAC

protocol produces 13% and 11% more average goodput as compared to the existing MAC

protocols for three and four channels, respectively.
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Figure 3.13: Comparative analysis of average goodput with number of sensors (number of
channels= 3)
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Figure 3.14: Comparative analysis of average goodput with number of sensors (number of
channels= 4)
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3.3.2 Simulation Scenario 2

In this scenario, the data transfer rate varied from 20 pkts/s to 60 pkts/s in a step of 10 pkts/s.

The number of sensors and actors are fixed to 500 and 7, respectively. Three channels are

used to transfer the information in the network. Figure 3.15depicts the average end-to-end

delay for data transfer rate from 20 - 60 pkts/s. The average end-to-end delay increases

with the increase in data transfer rate for a constant numberof sensors and channels. In

the proposed IAMMAC protocol, a sensor transfer its data to the actor using its assigned

non-interference channel and the actor can receive from multiple sensors as it uses multi

channel communication. Hence, our proposed IAMMAC protocol achieves 9% less average

end-to-end delay as compared to its competitive protocols.
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Figure 3.15: Comparative analysis of average end-to-end delay with data transfer rates
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Figure 3.16: Comparative analysis of packet delivery ratiowith data transfer rates
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The performance of the proposed IAMMAC protocol, existing DMMA and MMIMO

MAC protocols with respect to packet delivery ratio for 20 - 60 pkts/s is shown in

Figure 3.16. The simulation results indicate that the packet delivery ratio is inversely

proportional to the data transfer rate for a constant numberof sensors. The network

congestion increases with the increase in data transfer rate for a fixed network resources, it

leads to degrade the packet delivery ratio. It can be observed that the proposed IAMMAC

protocol achieves 10% more packet delivery ratio as compared to the existing MAC

protocols.
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Figure 3.17: Comparative analysis of average energy dissipation with data transfer rates
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Figure 3.18: Comparative analysis of average goodput with data transfer rates

Figure 3.17 shows the average energy consumption in the network for 500 sensors with

data transfer rate varied from 20 pkts/s - 60 pkts/s. In the proposed IAMMAC protocol,

the actor acts as cluster head and assigns static channel to its cluster members. The sleep
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mechanism is introduced in the sensors to improve the network lifetime. A sensor goes to

sleep state, whenever it does not have any data to send. Thus,IAMMAC protocol consumes

6% less average energy as compared to the existing DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols.

The average goodput of the proposed IAMMAC protocol, existing DMMA and MMIMO

MAC protocols for data transfer rate of 20 - 60 pkts/s is shown in Figure 3.18. The results

indicate that the average goodput increases with the increase in data transfer rate for a

constant number of sensors. It can be observed that the IAMMAC protocol achieves 35%

more average goodput as compared to the existing MAC protocols.

3.3.3 Simulation Scenario 3

In this scenario, the number of sensors is varied from 100 - 1000 in a step of 100. Three

number of channels are used to transfer the information in the network. The performance of

the proposed IAMMAC protocol is analyzed for 20 - 60 pkts/s using metrics such as packet

delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay, and average energy dissipation in the network.
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Figure 3.19: IAMMAC protocol packet delivery ratio with number of sensors

The packet delivery ratio of the proposed IAMMAC protocol for three channels with

data transfer rate is varied from 20 - 60 pkts/s in a step of 10 pkts/s. Similarly, the number

of sensors are also varied from 100 - 1000. Figure 3.19 depicts that the packet delivery ratio

decreases with the increase in data transfer rate and numberof sensors.

Figures 3.20 and 3.21 illustrate the performance of the proposed IAMMAC protocol

with respect average end-to-end delay and average energy dissipation in the network for

data transfer rate of 20 - 60 pkts/s. It can be observed that the average end-to-end delay
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and average energy consumption of the IAMMAC protocol are directly proportional to the

number of sensors and data transfer rate.
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Figure 3.20: IAMMAC protocol average end-to-end delay withnumber of sensors
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Figure 3.21: IAMMAC protocol average energy dissipation with number of sensors

3.4 Summary

A delay and energy aware coordination protocol (DEACP) has been proposed in Chapter 2

to deliver the maximum number of packets with in the bounded delay. In this chapter,

an interference aware multi-channel MAC protocol has been proposed to assign channels

for sensor-sensor, sensor-actor, and actor-actor coordination in DEACP. In the proposed

IAMMAC protocol, an actor acts as a cluster head forK-hop sensors and computes the
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shortest path for all the sensors. Then, the actor partitions the cluster into multiple subtrees

and assigns a non-interference channel to each subtree. Thesensors which are1-hop

away from an actor are represented asrelay nodes. The actor selects arelay node as

a backup cluster head (BCH) based on the residual energy and the node degree. After

selecting a BCH from therelay nodes, the actor broadcast this information to the remaining

relay nodes using the common control channel. All therelay nodes communicate with

the BCH using the same channel, but the corresponding child sensors channels are not

disturbed. The leaf nodes transfer data to therelay nodes using multi-hop communication,

then therelay nodes forward the received data to BCH. Further, a throughput aware

dynamic multi-channel MAC protocol is also proposed for actor-actor coordination. The

performance of the proposed IAMMAC protocol has been analyzed using metrics such

as packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay, average goodput, and average energy

dissipation in the network. The obtained simulation results indicate that the proposed

IAMMAC protocol has superior performance as compared to theexisting DMMA and

MMIMO MAC protocols.
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Chapter 4

A Dynamic Multi-channel MAC
Protocol for Sensor-Sensor Coordination

Wireless sensor-actor networks (WSAN) is a collection of sensors and actors. Generally,

these networks are deployed in an unprotected environment to sense the physical world and

perform reliable actions on it. These networks are always susceptible to various kinds of

attacks. Our objective is to design an energy efficient MAC protocol which can protect

sensors’ data from the attackers. An interference aware multi-channel MAC protocol

(IAMMAC) has been proposed in Chapter 3. In IAMMAC protocol,an actor acts as a

cluster head forK-hopsensors and computes the shortest path for all the sensors. The actor

partitions a cluster into multiple subtrees and assigns a non-interference channel to each

subtree. Thus, a static channel is assigned between two sensors for entire communication

to transfer data to the cluster head (actor). Even though itsperformance is superior, it is

susceptible to be attacked because it uses a single static channel between two sensors in the

entire communication.

To overcome this problem, various authors have designed dynamic channel selection

mechanisms in sensor networks [67]. In dynamic channel selection mechanisms, each

sensor selects the best channel dynamically based on the metrics such as channel capacity,

throughput, and packet delivery ratio among the available channels. Due to the ample

amount of resource constrained sensors, it is also important to design a lightweight MAC

protocol for WSAN. To achieve these objectives, in this chapter, a dynamic multi-channel

MAC protocol (DM-MAC) has been designed for sensor-sensor coordination. Each sensor

dynamically selects a channel which has the maximum packet reception ratio among the

available channels with the destination.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes various existing

lightweight MAC protocols for sensor networks and ad-hoc networks. The proposed
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dynamic multi-channel MAC protocol for sensor-sensor coordination is discussed in

Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents simulation results and analysis. Finally, Section 4.4

summarizes the chapter.

4.1 Related Work

In this section, some of the existing lightweight MAC protocols for sensor networks and

ad-hoc networks are analyzed to list out their merits and demerits. Sensor-MAC (S-MAC)

is a contention based protocol [68]. Each sensor uses a periodic wake-up mechanism

to improve its lifetime. The sensor active period is based onits radio characteristics.

However, a sensor sleep duration depends on the applicationrequirement. In S-MAC,

sensors periodically exchange their schedule with neighbors for synchronization. Due to

high latency in the packet delivery, S-MAC does not meet the requirements of WSAN.

To overcome these drawbacks of S-MAC protocol, Linet al. uses a dynamic duty cycle

for sensors [69]. Each sensor dynamically adjusts its wake-up period based on its average

packet delay. Initially, a common duty cycle is adopted for all the sensor nodes. If a receiver

experiences an intolerable packet delay, then it will double its duty cycle by reducing the

sleep period. Hence, it achieves less packet delay under heavy traffic conditions. Later,

Polastreet al. have designed a MAC protocol for sensor networks to reduce the delay in data

transmission [70]. It uses a noise floor estimation mechanism for finding an accurate active

channel for data transmission. Phamet al. have proposed a MAC protocol to handle the

sensors’ mobility [71]. In a static sensors scenario, it adopts S-MAC protocol to conserve

energy; otherwise, it adopts the IEEE 802.11 mechanism. Thechange in received control

message signal strength indicates the node mobility.

Lu et al. have proposed an energy aware MAC protocol for sensor networks [72]. It

overcomes data forwarding interruption problem that exists in S-MAC. It uses a staggered

wake-up scheme to transfer data in the network. A sensor wake-up duration depends

on its level in the data aggregation tree. Langendoenet al. have proposed a T-MAC

protocol for sensor networks [73]. It reduces sensor idle period through the dynamic

duty cycle mechanism. In the active period, packets are transmitted in burst of variable

size. T-MAC protocol uses a handshake (RTS-CTS-Data-ACK) mechanism to reduce the

number of collisions. Initially, a common duty cycle is adopted for all the sensor nodes.

The distributed energy protocol has been proposed to reduceenergy dissipation in the

network [74]. It dynamically assigns a wake-up period basedon the sensor residual energy.

Chatterjeaet al. have proposed a lightweight MAC protocol [75]. The number ofdata
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slots depends on the network load. The slot information is stored in a data distribution

table (DDT) and it is periodically updated among all the nodes. The maintenance of DDT

causes an extra overhead and high energy consumption in the network. Hence, it is not

suitable in sensor networks. An energy efficient multi-token based MAC protocol has been

proposed to improve the network lifetime [76]. It provides fault tolerant and reliable data

transmission.

A schedule based multi-channel MAC protocol has been proposed in sensor

networks [67]. The sink disseminates the global time to the rest of nodes in a network

using hierarchical structured tree. The control packets with timing information are sent

before data transmissions so that the time synchronizationaccuracy may depend on

traffic flow in the network. Muniret al. have designed a distributed MAC protocol for

WSAN [77]. It considers the actors are static, which is not anappropriate assumption in

real-time applications. It uses a single channel for data communication in the network. In

our proposed DM-MAC protocol, a multi-channel MAC protocolhas been suggested to

improve the network performance. Shihet al. have proposed on-demand multi-channel

MAC protocol for ad-hoc networks [78]. This protocol divides the entire bandwidth into

one control channel andn data channels. Each node consists of two half-duplex transceivers

to operate on the control and data channels separately. Enabling multiple transceivers on

sensor consumes a lot of energy and also decreases the network lifetime. In our proposed

DM-MAC protocol, a single transceiver is used in sensors to improve the network lifetime.

Tie et al. have proposed a cooperative asynchronous multi-channel MAC protocol for

ad-hoc networks [79]. This protocol causes control packet overhead and consumes a lot

of energy to broadcast the control information to all of its neighbors. Fucaiet al. have

described a multi-channel MAC protocol for ad-hoc networks(MMACCW) [80]. It uses

the channel width adaption technique to improve the networkperformance. In MMACCW,

the sender and receiver get more bandwidth channel, if the traffic between them is more as

compared to other nodes. Tsuenet al. have proposed a MAC protocol for mobile ad-hoc

network (MANET) [51]. It uses a single transceiver and divides the beacon interval into

channel negotiation and data transmission phases. However, the fixed length of channel

negotiation interval limits the channel utilization.

Ian et al. have analyzed the impact of channel selection mechanisms such as random,

lowest channel first, and soft channel reservation on bidirectional multi-channel MAC

protocol [81]. The random channel selection technique randomly selects a channel from the

available channels. The lowest channel first technique selects a lower numbered channel
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from the available channels. The soft channel reservation technique selects a channel which

has previously transmitted the data successfully. If that channel is not available, then

the sender may select a channel randomly or using lowest channel first technique. The

soft channel reservation mechanism reduces the multi-channel hidden terminal problem as

compared to the random and lowest channel first techniques. In our proposed DM-MAC

protocol, each sensor selects a channel based on the channelpacket reception ratio (PRR).

Ozlem et al. have described a multi-channel MAC protocol for sensor networks

(MC-LMAC) [82]. It is an extension to the single channel based MAC (LMAC) protocol

for sensor networks. MC-LMAC selects the interference and contention-free channels to

transmit data in parallel on different channels. MC-LMAC is a scheduled based channel

access mechanism and requires tight synchronization amongthe nodes. Thus, it consumes

a lot of energy from sensors and also increases the control packets overhead in the

network. A dynamic multi-channel energy efficient MAC protocol has been designed for

sensor networks [83]. It uses an adaptive receiver initiated multi-channel rendezvous and

predictive wake-up scheduling mechanism. It substantially enhances the channel utilization

and transmission capability by dynamically selecting a minimum interference channel. It

selects a sensor as a cluster head to reduce the network lifetime. All the existing lightweight

MAC protocols for sensor networks may not perform well in WSAN due to its unique

characteristics.

An interference aware multi-channel MAC protocol (IAMMAC)is discussed in the

Chapter 3. In IAMMAC protocol, an actor acts as a cluster headfor K-hop sensors and

computes the shortest path for all the sensors. The actor partitions a cluster into multiple

subtrees and assigns a non-interference channel to each subtree. Thus, a static channel is

assigned between two sensors for entire communication in a cluster. In many applications

of WSAN, sensors and actors are deployed in an unprotected environment to sense the

physical world and perform reliable actions on it. These networks are always susceptible

to various kinds of passive and active attacks by malicious nodes. If a static channel is

used between two sensors in the entire communication, then the attacker can easily attack

the network. In this chapter, a dynamic multi-channel MAC protocol (DM-MAC) has

been proposed for sensor-sensor coordination to overcome these drawbacks. Each sensor

dynamically selects a channel which has the maximum packet reception ratio among the

available channels with the destination.
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4.2 Proposed Dynamic Multi-channel MAC Protocol

In wireless networks, interference plays an important rolein degrading the network

performance. Due to the broadcast medium, data transmission from a node interfere with

its neighboring nodes resulting in lower throughput and higher data latency. In WSAN,

interference is very high, due to the dense node deployment and limited bandwidth. In

DM-MAC protocol, every sensor selects the channel for data communication that provides

highest packet reception ratio (PRR) with respect to the destination among its available

channels to improve the network performance.

4.2.1 Channel Selection Mechanism for Sensor-Sensor Coordination

Each sensor can transmit data using single channel (among its available multiple channels)

because it is embedded with only one half-duplex transceiver. So, each sensor selects a

best channel among the available channels based on the channel packet reception ratio. In

communication theory, the bit error rate (BER) is defined as the probability that a receiver

fails to receive an incoming bit, because of signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR).

Unfortunately, the BER-SINR cannot be measured directly onradio transceivers [84].

Hence, recent studies have used a PRR with SINR model [85, 86]. Packet reception

ratio (PRR) is defined as the probability that a receiver successfully receives all bits in

an incoming packet on a particular channel and it is computedas,

PRRS j (sp) = prS j (sp)x(sp) (4.1)

where,prS j (sp) is the probability that sensorS j receives an incoming bit of packet (sp) of

sizex(sp) on channelCck. TheprS j (sp) depends on the signal energyE, and the two-sided

power spectral noise densityND/2. TheprS j (sp) is computed as,

prS j (sp) = 1− Z
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where,ge f() function is the Gaussian error function. The SINR at the receiver of packet

sp is computed as,

S N=
E

GN
MR

NB
(4.4)

where,MR is the modulation rate andNB is the noise bandwidth. Eq. 4.5 is derived by
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substituting Eq. 4.2 to Eq. 4.4 in Eq. 4.1.
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(4.5)

The link throughput also depends on the channel utilization. Hence, each sensor selects

the best channel to improve the network performance. In DM-MAC protocol, each sensor

selects a maximum PRR channel to transfer its data to the intermediate sensor. DM-MAC

protocol not only finds the better channel from the source sensor to destination actor and

also increases the network performance.

In the proposed DM-MAC protocol, time is divided into beaconintervals. Each beacon

interval is further divided into ad-hoc traffic indication message (ATIM) window and

data transmission phase. During ATIM window, the sensor that has packets to transmit

negotiates maximum PRR channel with the destination. The channel negotiation between

source and destination is performed in the common control channel. During ATIM window,

each sensor should listen the control channel to send its control messages. When a sensor

Si wants to transfer data toS j, it senses the control channel. If the channel is idle for a

distributed interframe spacing (DIFS) time, then the sensor Si generates a random backoff

time from the range [0,cw− 1], wherecw is the size of the contention window. When the

backoff timer reaches to zero, the sensorSi sends a ready to send (RTS) packet. In the RTS

phase, the sensorSi sends information about the channel that consists of maximum PRR

channel with respect to the destinationS j among the available channels. After receiving the

channel information, sensorS j sends a clear to send (CTS) packet to sensorSi and switches

to the selected channel to receive data from sensorSi. This contention based mechanism

reduces the number of collisions and selects a maximum PRR channel among the available

set of channels. The steps followed are given inAlgorithm 5.

The objective of sensor-actor coordination is to deliver the sensor data to the nearest

actor with minimum energy and delay. In our proposed architecture, an actor acts as a

cluster head for K-hop sensors. Thus in a cluster, sensors send their data in a multi-hop

fashion to the cluster head (actor). The sensors which are1-hopaway from an actor are

denoted asrelay nodes. If an actor leaves the cluster to help its neighboringactor, then

a relay node acts as a backup cluster head based on its residual energy and node degree.

The sensors transfer the data to therelaynode using dynamic channel selection mechanism.

Therelaynode selects a highest packet reception ratio channel to transfer data to the cluster

head (actor).
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Algorithm 5: Channel selection in sensor-sensor coordination

1 Channel(NB,S N,MR)
2 foreachChannel Ci do

3 PRRCi =

(

1
2 +

1
2

(

ge f
(√

NB∗S N
MR

)))x(p)

4 max← PRRC0

5 if max< PRRCi then
6 max← PRRCi

7 BC← Ci

8 end
9 end

10 S j → Sk : RTS(BC)
11 Sk → S j: CTS

An actor-actor coordination manages to perform reliable actions in an event area. Single

actor can not perform actions independently in the event area, due to its energy and

transmission range constraints. Hence, actors coordinateamong themselves to perform

actions by optimally allocating tasks to the actors. In Section 3.2.2 (Chapter 3), a dynamic

channel selection mechanism for actor-actor coordinationhas been proposed to deliver

the data from one actor to another actor with minimum delay. Each actor dynamically

selects a channel, which provides highest throughput amongthe available channels. The

dynamic channel assignment mechanism for actor-actor coordination is used in this chapter

to analyze the DM-MAC protocol with our previously proposedIAMMAC protocol, and

the existing DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols.

4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the proposed DM-MAC protocol, simulation has been

performed in NS2 simulator. Each sensor is enabled with single radio and directional

antenna whereas an actor is embedded with two radios for sensor-actor and actor-actor

coordination. Multiple channels and omnidirectional antenna are enabled on each radio for

an actor. In simulation, the length of the data packet is defined as 64 bytes, beacon interval

is 100 ms, and the ATIM window size is 20 ms. The number of channels is varied from

3 to 4. 100 - 1000 static sensors are placed uniformly in the 1000 × 1000m2 area. In

the proposed IAMMAC protocol, we have assumed that actors are semi-mobile. Initially,

the actors are deployed at proper positions to improve theircoverage area usingk-hop

independent dominant set algorithm [32]. If an event occurs, the actor moves to the target

location and performs required actions. The actor comes back to its original location after
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performing actions in the target location. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1.

A radio model has been considered to compute the energy consumption while transmitting

and receiving the data as described in Section 2.1 (Chapter 2). Two simulation scenarios

are used to compare the performance analysis of the proposedDM-MAC protocol with its

competitive MAC protocols such as IAMMAC, DMMA, and MMIMO. Standard metrics

like average end-to-end delay, packet delivery ratio, average energy dissipation, and average

goodput are used to analyze the protocols under consideration.

Table 4.1: Simulation parameters for DM-MAC

Parameters Values
Network Area 1000× 1000m2

Simulation Duration 200 s
Traffic Flow CBR
CBR packet interval 0.05 s
Routing protocol DEACP
Seed value 0
Number of Sensors 100 - 1000
Number of Actors 3 - 12
Number of Channels 3 - 4
Channel Switching Time 224µs
Sensor’s Transmission Range100 m
Actor’s Transmission Range 300 m
ATIM Window Size 20 ms
Packet Size 64 B

4.3.1 Simulation Scenario 1

The simulation has been carried out by varying the number of channels as either three

or four. The number of sensors is varied from 100 - 1000 in a step of 100. Based on

the number of sensors, an optimal number of actors is varied from 3 to 12. Each active

sensor transfers 20 pkts/s. Along with the proposed DM-MAC protocol, its competitive

protocols like IAMMAC, DMMA [64], and MMIMO [57] are also simulated using the

same parameters for performance comparison.

Figure 4.1 depicts the packet delivery ratio for three channels and similar results are

shown in Figure 4.2 for four channels. It can be observed thatpacket delivery ratio is

inversely proportional to the number of sensors. In WSAN, the packet delivery ratio

depends on the link lifetime and congestion in the network. The DM-MAC protocol uses

multiple channels to reduce the network congestion. The control and data packets are
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transferred using control and assigned data channel, respectively. In DM-MAC protocol,

each sensor selects a channel which has the highest packet reception ratio among the

available channels. Hence, DM-MAC protocol achieves 2% and3% more packet delivery

ratio as compared to its competitive protocols for three andfour channels, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Packet delivery ratio vs number of sensors (number of channels=3)
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Figure 4.2: Packet delivery ratio vs number of sensors (number of channels= 4)

The average energy dissipation in the network for the proposed DM-MAC protocol,

existing IAMMAC, DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols for three channels is shown in

Figure 4.3. Similar results are illustrated in Figure 4.4 for four channels. WSAN consists of

a large number of sensors, so it is important to design an energy efficient MAC protocol. In

IAMMAC protocol, an actor reduces the burden of sensors by performing energy consumed

tasks such as shortest path calculation and channel allocation for all the sensors. However,

in DM-MAC protocol, each sensor selects the channel dynamically which provides highest
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packet reception ratio among the available channels. Hence, the proposed DM-MAC

protocol consumes more energy as compared to IAMMAC protocol. It can be observed that

IAMMAC protocol consumes 3% and 5% less average energy compared to the proposed

DM-MAC protocol and existing DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols for three and four

channels, respectively.
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Figure 4.3: Average energy dissipation vs number of sensors(number of channels= 3)
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Figure 4.4: Average energy dissipation vs number of sensors(number of channels= 4)

In the proposed DM-MAC protocol, each sensor dynamically selects a channel which

has the highest packet reception ratio among the available channels in a multi-hop fashion

to transfer the data to its cluster head (actor). The actor dynamically selects a channel

which has the highest throughput among the available channels to communicate with its

neighboring actors. In the proposed DM-MAC protocol, dynamic channel assignment

causes extra communication overhead and delay in selectingthe channel. However, in
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IAMMAC protocol the contention between intra-subtree sensors are minimal as static

channels are assigned to sensors by the cluster head (actor)for communication. Hence,

IAMMAC protocol delivers data with 1% and 1.5% less time as compared to the DM-MAC,

DMMA, and MMIMO MAC protocols for three and four channels, respectively as shown

in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Average end-to-end delay vs number of sensors (number of channels= 3)
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Figure 4.6: Average end-to-end delay vs number of sensors (number of channels= 4)

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the performance of proposed DM-MAC, and existing

IAMMAC, DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols with respect to averagegoodput in the

network for three and four channels, respectively. It can beobserved that average goodput

increases with the increase in number of sensors and number of channels. The goodput

depends on the data transfer delay and packet delivery ratio. The proposed DM-MAC
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protocol achieves more packet delivery ratio as compared toits competitive MAC protocols.

Hence, the proposed DM-MAC protocol achieves 1% and 2% more average goodput as

compared to the existing IAMMAC, DMMA, and MMIMO MAC protocols for three and

four channels, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Average goodput vs number of sensors (number of channels=3)
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Figure 4.8: Average goodput vs number of sensors (number of channels=4)

4.3.2 Simulation Scenario 2

In this scenario, the data transfer rate is varied from 20 pkts/s to 60 pkts/s in a step of

10 pkts/s. The number of sensors and actors are fixed to 500 and 7, respectively. Three

channels are used to transfer the information in the network. The standard network metrics

such as packet delivery ratio, average energy dissipation,average end-to-end delay, and
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average goodput are used to analyze the performance of the proposed DM-MAC protocol

and existing IAMMAC, DMMA, and MMIMO MAC protocols.
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Figure 4.9: Packet delivery ratio vs data transfer rate
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Figure 4.10: Average energy dissipation vs data transfer rate

Figure 4.9 depicts the packet delivery ratio for data transfer rate from 20 - 60 pkts/s

of all the four protocols under consideration. It indicatesthat the packet delivery ratio is

inversely proportional to the data transfer rate for a constant number of sensors. It can be

observed that the proposed DM-MAC protocol achieves 5% morepacket delivery ratio as

compared to the existing IAMMAC, DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols.

Figure 4.10 shows the average energy consumption in the network for 500 sensors with

data transfer rate is varied from 20 - 60 pkts/s. In IAMMAC protocol, the actor acts as a
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cluster head and assigns static channel to its cluster members. However, in the proposed

DM-MAC protocol, each sensor dynamically selects a channelwhich has the highest packet

reception ratio among the available channels. It creates burden on the sensors and degrades

the network lifetime. Thus, IAMMAC protocol consumes 1% less average energy as

compared to the proposed DM-MAC protocol and existing DMMA and MMIMO MAC

protocols.
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Figure 4.11: Average end-to-end delay vs data transfer rate
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Figure 4.12: Average goodput vs data transfer rate

The performance of the proposed DM-MAC protocol, existing IAMMAC, DMMA and

MMIMO MAC protocols with respect to average end-to-end delay for 20 - 60 pkts/s have

been compared as shown in Figure 4.11. It indicates that the average end-to-end delay

increases with the increase in data transfer rate for 500 sensors and 3 channels. It can be
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observed that IAMMAC protocol delivers data with 0.5% less delay as compared to the

DM-MAC, DMMA and MMIMO MAC protocols.

The average goodput of the proposed IAMMAC protocol, existing DMMA and MMIMO

MAC protocols for data transfer rate of 20 - 60 pkts/s is shown in Figure 4.12. It indicates

that the average goodput increases with the increase in datatransfer rate for a constant

number of sensors. The proposed DM-MAC protocol achieves 2%more average goodput

as compared to the existing IAMMAC, DMMA, and MMIMO MAC protocols.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, a dynamic multi-channel MAC (DM-MAC) protocol has been proposed for

sensor-sensor coordination. The proposed protocol is simulated in NS2 along with other

competent protocols. The comparative analysis shows that the proposed DM-MAC protocol

is energy efficient with actors as the cluster heads. Each sensor selects amaximum packet

reception ratio channel to communicate with the neighboring sensor among the available

channels. It results in achieving higher goodput and packetdelivery ratio as compared to

the DMMA, IAMMAC, and MMIMO MAC protocols. In DM-MAC protocol, increase in

the average goodput is directly proportional to the number of channels, since it considers

the channel interference during data transfer. In IAMMAC protocol, an actor reduces the

burden of sensors by performing energy consumed tasks such as shortest path calculation

and channel allocation for all the sensors. However, in DM-MAC protocol, each sensor

selects the channel based on the channel packet reception ratio. Hence, DM-MAC protocol

consumes much energy as compared to the IAMMAC protocol.

Further, IAMMAC protocol has less average end-to-end delayas compared to DM-MAC

protocol. In IAMMAC protocol, channel assignment for sensor-sensor coordination is

static. Static channel assignment causes lower overhead and delay as compared to dynamic

channel assignment mechanisms. However, an attacker can easily induce attacks on static

channel assignment mechanisms as sensor always uses the same channel for transferring

its data. In many applications of WSAN, sensors and actors are deployed in an unprotected

environment to sense the physical world, and perform reliable actions on it. Security is also

an important parameter in WSAN, as sensors and actors are always susceptible to various

kinds of attacks. The suggested DM-MAC protocol is an alternative solution to IAMMAC

protocol to achieve higher security.
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Chapter 5

A Secure Coordination Mechanism for
Data Forwarding Attacks

Wireless sensor-actor network (WSAN) plays a crucial role in civilian and military

applications such as disaster monitoring, battlefield monitoring, medical monitoring, and

home intelligence. Security mechanisms are required to achieve data and node protection in

these applications. However, designing security protocols is an arduous task in sensor-actor

networks because of the following challenges:

1. In the unlicensed frequency band, anyone can monitor the channel. The attackers can

attack the network by eavesdropping or by modifying the datatransferring through

the channel.

2. WSAN is designed to operate in remote and hostile environments. Hence, sensors

and actors are prone to failures and vulnerable to various attacks.

3. The sensors are resource constrained nodes. The robust security protocols which

consume more energy can not be applied in the sensor nodes. The attackers can easily

break the weak security mechanisms. Thus, energy efficient secured mechanism is

required in these networks.

WSAN requires an energy efficient and lightweight security mechanisms to protect the

network from the attackers. The following requirements should consider while designing

any security mechanism in WSAN.

(a) Confidentiality: It is an assurance of authorized accessto data. The data should not

be revealed to the eavesdropper.

(b) Integrity: It ensures that the data has not been modified during transmission.

(c) Availability: The network should always provide services to authorized parties.
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(d) Non-repudiation: In a successful data transmission from a source to the destination,

both of them should not deny their participation in the activity.

(e) Authentication: A node verifies the identity of the peer node with which it participates

in the data communication.

(f) Freshness: Data and key should always be fresh. Data freshness ensures that the

adversary did not replay the old messages. On the other hand,key freshness provides

security to the communication.

The attacks in WSAN can be broadly classified into passive andactive attacks. In a

passive attack, the aim of a malicious node is to observe dataflow in the network, but it

does not modify or tamper the data. However, these kind of attacks may harm the source

and destination. In an active attack, the attacker tries to modify the data or sometimes it

does not forward the data packets to the destination. Usually, the active attacks are easier to

detect than preventing them because the malicious nodes canlaunch these attacks in various

ways. Hence, the active attacks are more dangerous than passive attacks. In WSAN, the

data forwarding attacks such as the sink hole, black hole, and selective forwarding attack

(gray hole) attacks are few active attacks [87]. These attacks can also be denoted as the

denial of service attacks. In the black hole attack, the attacker drops all the packets in bulk

instead of forwarding them to the destination. If a sensor acts as a black hole node in the

network, then the actor is unable to identify the event information sensed by the sensor and

it may lead to various problems. In a sink hole attack, the attacker advertises as a powerful

node and attracts all the traffic. Then, it either drops all the packets or selectively drops

few packets. In selective forwarding (gray hole) attack, the attacker selectively drops the

packets either from a particular source or some specific typeof data [88].

Data encryption and authentication are the main defense mechanisms against various

attacks in wireless networks. Many authentication and encryption techniques have been

proposed in wireless sensor networks (WSN) [89]. Due to the unique characteristics

in WSAN, the existing authentication and encryption based protocols of WSN can

not be applied directly and needs substantial modification to devise schemes with less

computational and communication overhead. The state-of-the-art research in sensor

networks reveals that data encryption techniques consume alot of energy and degrade

the sensors’ lifetime as compared to the node authentication techniques. Hence, in sensor

networks, authentication techniques are preferred to dataencryption techniques.
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In Chapter 2, a delay and energy aware coordination protocol(DEACP) has been

suggested to improve the network performance. In this chapter, a secure coordination

mechanism has been designed to handle data forwarding attacks in DEACP. Each sensor

computes the message authentication code for data using thesecure hash algorithm-3

(SHA-3) and appends it to the data. The sensor selects a1-hopsensor which has the highest

trust value among its neighbors to deliver the data to the cluster head (actor).

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes various mitigation

techniques available in the literature for black hole, grayhole, and sink hole attacks.

The proposed secure coordination mechanism for DEACP is discussed in Section 5.2.

Section 5.3 presents simulation results and analysis. Finally, Section 5.4 summarizes the

chapter.

5.1 Related Work

The typical data forwarding attacks in sensor networks and ad-hoc networks are categorized

into black hole, sink hole, and gray hole attack. Various researchers have suggested

protocols to mitigate these attacks. These are discussed below in sequel.

5.1.1 Mitigation Techniques for Black Hole Attacks

A black hole attack is a kind of denial of service attack accomplished by dropping packets.

The attacker drops all the packets in bulk instead of forwarding them to the destination. If

a sensor acts as a black hole node in the network, then an actoris unable to identify the

event information sensed by the sensor and it may lead to various problems. Karakehayov

has proposed a routing algorithm to identify collaborativeblack hole attack in sensor

networks [90]. It uses two broadcast messages: material forintersection of suspicious sets

(MISS) and suspicious area mark a black hole attack (SAMBA) to detect the black hole

attack. Identification of malicious node working in the ID space can be done with the help

of MISS message. Location of the detected black hole attackshas provided by SAMBA

message that is related to the physical space. It consumes a lot of energy from the sensors

and degrades the network lifetime. A multi-path routing technique has been proposed to

handle black hole attacks in sensor networks [91]. Each sensor uses a randomized route to

the base station instead of deterministic multi-path routes. Managing the multiple paths

increases the network overhead and degrades the sensors’ lifetime. A symmetric key

cryptography based technique has been proposed to mitigatethe black hole attacks [92].

The public key cryptography is not feasible in sensor networks because of their complexity
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and consumes more energy as compared to the symmetric key cryptography techniques.

Misra et al. have proposed a black hole attack mitigation technique withthe help

of multiple base stations [93]. Each sensor transmits its data to all the deployed base

stations so that data may reach to at least one base station. It causes extra computation

and communication overhead on resource conservative sensor nodes. Sheelaet al. have

proposed a black hole mitigation technique using mobile agent [94]. In the normal

conditions, the sensor forwards data to its nearest base station. In a black hole attack

scenario, data is transferred to the multiple base stations. To identify the black hole node,

the mobile agent moves across the network and checks every sensor. If the mobile agent

observes the malicious activity, then it tries to remove thesensor from the routing activity.

Samiret al. have proposed an intrusion detection based solution (IDS) to handle the

black hole attacks [95]. In each cluster, two cluster heads are selected. Each sensor uses

primary and secondary cluster head to transfer data and control packets, respectively. The

control packet contains node identifier and number of data packets transferred to the base

station. The control packet information is useful to identify the black hole node in the

network. However, it assumes that each sensor is in1-hopdistance to the cluster head. It

is not an energy efficient technique as sensors have to transfer their information for long

distance.

Marti et al. have used the watchdog and path rater techniques to detect malicious

nodes [96]. Watchdog technique observes the next node in a path to identify malicious

activities. Path rater keeps ratings for the nodes and the rating varies from 0 to 0.8, where

0.5 signifies node as neutral. However, the watchdog technique needs to maintain the

state information of the monitored nodes and the transmitted packets, which increases the

memory overhead. The existing techniques for mitigating black hole attacks in the literature

either use secret sharing and path diversity [97, 98, 99] or neighborhood interactions and

message overhearing [100]. Implementation of neighborhood message interaction and

overhearing techniques assume that the neighbors of black hole attacker node are not

compromised, and can observe and report about the black holenodes to the source. The

neighborhood overhearing based techniques are ineffective when few sensors that are close

to each other are compromised and collude among themselves.
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5.1.2 Mitigation Techniques for Sink Hole and Gray Hole Attacks

In a sink hole attack, the attacker advertises itself as a powerful node and attracts all the

traffic. Then, it either drops all the packets or selectively drop few packets. A secure

path routing mechanism has been proposed to mitigate the impact of sink hole attacks in

sensor networks [101]. Path risk has considered in routing to reduce traffic flow to high

vulnerability nodes. Selecting low-risk nodes may lead to expensive energy paths. A sink

hole detection mechanism has been proposed using message digest algorithm [102]. If a

sensor advertises to provide a shorter route to the base station, then the message travels in

both original and advertised routes. The sink identifies theattack when the message digests

obtained from both the routes are different. Transferring same data through two paths

creates message overhead and reduces the network lifetime.Ngai et al. have proposed

an intrusion detection system for data forwarding attacks in sensor networks [103]. It

identifies a collection of suspected nodes through validating data consistency. It effectively

finds the intruder from the suspected node list by analyzing the network flow information.

IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol has been used to analyze the performance of the detection

mechanism. IEEE 802.11 MAC standard protocol does not perform well in energy

conservative sensors.

In a gray hole (selective forwarding ) attack, the attacker selectively drops the packets

either from a selective source or some specific type of data. Brown et al. have proposed a

security mechanism to detect the gray hole attack in a heterogeneous sensor network [104].

It consists of few powerful sensors (HS) and an enormous number of battery constrained

sensors (LS). The powerful sensor acts as a cluster head. If any packet drop occurs in

a cluster, theLS-sensor reports to the corresponding cluster head. Based onthe report,

the cluster head identifies whether a node is compromised or not. The cluster head

uses sequential probability ratio test to identify the malicious sensor in a cluster. Yu

et al. have proposed a multi-hop acknowledgment scheme [105]. Allthe intermediate

nodes in the communication path act as in-charge for detecting malicious nodes. If any

in-charge node detects the malicious information, it will forward an alert packet to the

downstream/upstream nodes in a multi-hop fashion. It degrades the network lifetime as all

the intermediate nodes participate in the detection process.

To overcome this drawback, Xiaoet al. have proposed a lightweight security scheme

for identifying gray hole attacks [106]. It randomly selects a set of intermediate nodes

along the path as checkpoints, which are responsible for sending an acknowledgment to the

each received packet. If the intermediate node does not receive enough acknowledgments
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from the downstream checkpoint node, it marks the checkpoint node as a suspect node.

It imposes a lot of burden on randomly selected checkpoint nodes and causes message

overhead in the network. Dishaet al. have proposed an efficient algorithm to detect black

hole and gray hole attacks [107]. It uses course based detection technique. Each node does

not observe all the nodes in the networks. It only observes its neighbor in a routing path. It

improves the network lifetime and reduces the control packet overhead.

5.1.3 Trust based Mechanisms

A trust model has been designed to defend against the black hole and gray hole attacks in

sensor network [108]. Each sensor maintains a trust value ofthe neighboring nodes. If

the trust value is less than the threshold value, then the node will be avoided during data

transmission. It does not consider node residual energy while forwarding the data. Hence,

it may decrease the lifetime of low-risk nodes. Buchegger has proposed a cooperation of

nodes fairness protocol in the dynamic ad-hoc networks [109]. It adds trust manager and

reputation system to the watchdog and path rater scheme. Thetrust manager evaluates the

events reported by the watchdog and sends an alarm packet to the neighboring node. The

alarm packet contains the information about a malicious node. The malicious nodes are

isolated from the network to provide secure communication.Niki et al. have proposed a

secured routing protocol based on the trust level of a node [110]. When a sensor wants

to deliver the data to the base station, then it selects a sensor which has the highest trust

value among its1-hopsensors. Xin Liet al. have proposed a trust model based on the

packet forwarding ratio [111]. A node packet forwarding ratio is defined as the ratio of

number of packets forwarded to the number of packets received. The node trust value

depends on the packet forwarding ratio. The above trust based mechanisms consider only

whether the sensor forwards the packet or drops it while computing the trust value of the

particular sensors. In wireless networks, due to network congestion the packet drops also

occur. Hence, we should not depend on the packet forwarding ratio parameter only while

computing the sensor trust value.

Jianqiaoet al. have proposed a trust based security mechanism to overcome the above

drawbacks [112]. It is a distributed mechanism, where each sensor trust value is computed

using three parameters: direct trust value, indirect trustvalue, and mixed trust value.

The direct trust value is generated from the monitoring nodes. The indirect trust value

is computed from the recommendation of the indirect neighbors, and aging is performed

to compute the mixed trust value. Later, Theodoreet al. have proposed a detection

technique to identify gray hole and black hole attacks [113]. It assigns unique trust weight
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for forwarding packets, acknowledgments, integrity, and energy. Based on these weights

node trust value is computed. It checks the intermediate node residual energy and trust

value while forwarding the data. Hence, the high trust valuenodes do not die early. Bin

has introduced cloud theory in sensor networks to estimate the sensors’ trust value, and it

is a cross layered mechanism [114]. Each sensor uses trust expectation, entropy, and ultra

entropy metrics to compute its1-hopneighbor trust value. Tianet al. have proposed a node

trust prediction mechanism for sensor networks. It predicts sensor future trust value based

on the past behavior evidence. It uses Bayesian network modeling and prediction grading

techniques to estimate trust value of the node.

All the existing security mechanisms concentrate only on any one of the attacks from the

black hole, gray hole, and sink hole attacks, but not as a whole. In this chapter, a secure

coordination mechanism (SCM) is proposed to handle all the three attacks for the delay and

energy aware coordination protocol (DEACP) proposed in Chapter 2.

5.2 A Secure Coordination Mechanism (SCM)

In the proposed secure coordination mechanism (SCM), the actors are assumed to be

trustworthy. Each actor maintains a master key and the shared key between a sensor

and actor is generated using the corresponding sensor id andthe master key. The actor

securely transfers the shared key to each of its cluster members using Diffie Hellman key

exchange method [115]. It allows two parties that have no prior knowledge of each other to

jointly establish a shared secret key over an insecure channel. The actor does not maintain

shared keys for its cluster members and stores only the master key. In SCM, each sensor

analyzes the trust level of its1-hop sensors based on the experience, recommendation,

and knowledge. The sensor transfers its1-hopneighbors trust value to the cluster head

(actor). The actor analyzes these values and judges the finaltrust value for each of its cluster

members. The analyzed trust values are transferred to the cluster members. Each sensor

computes the message authentication code for the data usinga secure hash algorithm-3

(SHA-3) and shared key. The obtained message authentication code is appended to the

message. The appended data is transferred to the actor through a sensor which has the

highest trust value among its1-hopneighbors. Once, the actor receives the data then it

computes the message authentication code for the received data and compares it with the

sender message authentication code. If both are equal then the actor accepts the data. It

provides node authentication and data integrity.
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5.2.1 Dynamic Trust Model

In SCM, each sensor calculates the trust of its neighbors using three parameters such as

experience, recommendation, and knowledge. Initially, every sensor is assigned a value of

0.5. The trust value of a sensor is updated periodically based on the three parameters under

consideration [116].

The trust value of sensorSi is calculated by its neighboring sensorS j on the basis of its

experience as,

Trex =



















1− 1
{( A−B

A+B)∗Ws}+2
i f A ≥ B

1
{( B−A

A+B)∗Wu}+2
otherwise

(5.1)

where,A and B represent the number of successful and unsuccessful transmissions,Ws

andWu denote the weight of successful and unsuccessful transmissions, respectively. They

are chosen based on the number of transmissions taken place.The trust experienced for a

sensor in the successful transaction is in the range from (0.5 - 1). On the other hand, for an

unsuccessful transmissionTrex is less than 0.5. The trust value of sensorS j is computed

based on the recommendation as,

Trr =

∑

Sk,Si ,Sk,S j

TrSk
Si
∗ Tr

S j

Sk

∑

Sk,Si ,Sk,S j

TrSk
Si

(5.2)

where,TrSk
Si

is the trust of the sensorSk given by sensorSi. Tr
S j

Sk
is the trust value of sensor

S j as transmitted from the sensorSk (recommender). The trust value of the recommender

as computed by the nodeSk has a significant importance in the overall trust value. Trust

value computed by sensorSi for S j is represented as,

Trk =WeTrex+WrTrr (5.3)

with We+Wr = 1

where, We and Wr are the weights of the trust of experience and recommendation,

respectively. In WSAN, the loss of packets is not only due to the malicious nodes, but it also

depends on the link quality and network congestion. A sensorshould not be judged as a

malicious node with one event, so past interactions should also be considered for estimating

its trust value. It is also called as knowledge. The total trust value for sensorS j by sensor

Si is computed as,

Trn = αTrp + (1− α)Trk (5.4)
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where,Trp is the previous trust value of sensorS j, α is a constant and its range is from 0

to 1. Based on the total trust value (Trn) a sensor selects its neighbor to forward its data to

the actor.

In our trust model, every sensor computes the trust values for its neighboring sensors and

forwards them to its cluster head (actor). The actor analyzes these values and judges the

final trust value for each of its cluster member. The analyzedtrust values are transferred

to the cluster members. The secure backup cluster head (SBCH) selection phase will be

enabled, whenever an actor wants to perform action in the event area or leaves the cluster to

help its neighboring actors. In a cluster, the sensors whichare1-hopaway from an actor are

called asrelay nodesR = {RS1,RS2, ......,RSrn}. In SCM, before selecting anyrelay node

as a backup cluster head, the average trust value (Tmin) of all therelay nodes in a cluster is

computed as,

Tmin =
1
rn

rn
∑

i=1

Trn (5.5)

The relay nodes which have more trust value thanTmin are eligible to act as a backup

cluster head. The secure backup cluster head suitability score (S BCHS core) for a relay

node is computed as,

S BCHS coreRSi = RERSi ∗ NDRSi ∗ TrRSi (5.6)

Among the eligiblerelay nodes, the node which has the highest secure backup cluster

head suitability score is selected as the backup cluster head. Newly elected backup cluster

head takes over the role of cluster head and analyzes the trust value of its cluster members.

5.2.2 Secure Hash Algorithm-3 (SHA-3)

Message authentication mechanism allows the destination to check whether the data is sent

by the valid source or not and also provides data integrity. In the proposed mechanism,

SHA-3 algorithm has been used to provide data authentication while forwarding data to

the actor. The functionality of the SHA-3 has proposed by Keccak, and it is accepted

by the national institute of standards and technology (NIST) [117]. It consists of four

cryptographic hash functions such as SHA3-224, SHA3-256, SHA3-384, and SHA3-512

and two extendable-output functions namely, SHAKE128 and SHAKE256. The hash

function works on the binary data and generates fixed length output. The output of the

hash function is called as digest or hash value. In SHA3-224,the numerical suffix 224

indicates the length of the digest. The extendable-output function (XOF) is a function that
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generates the output digest of any desired size.

ra

cp

Figure 5.1: Sponge construction to generate message authentication code

Algorithm 6: Sponge construction
Input : ra,bw where ra≤ bw

Output : string Z with len(Z)= ℓ

1 SPONGE(f,pad,ra)

2 Require:ra < bw

Interface:Z = sponge(M, ℓ) with M ∈ Z∗2, integerℓ > 0 and Z∈ Zℓ2
P = M||pad[ra](|M|) ; /* Padding */

3 s= 0b ;

4 P = P0||P1|| . . . ||Pw with |Pi | = ra ;

5 for i = 0→ w do

6 s= s⊕ (Pi ||0(bw−ra)) ; /* Absorbing phase */

7 s= f (s);

8 end

9 Z = ⌊sra⌋;
10 while |Z| < ℓ do

11 s= f (s) ; /* Squeezing phase */

12 Z = Z||⌊sra⌋;
13 end

14 return ⌊Z⌋ℓ;
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In SHA-3, the six functions are used in the sponge construction. The sponge function

is described as sponge(f , pad, ra) where f , pad, andra denotes an underlying function on

fixed-length strings, padding rule, and rate, respectively. The function f maps the single

string of fixed length denoted bybw to the strings of same length (bw is called the width of

f ). The ratera should be less than the widthbw. The padding rule appends a string with

appropriate length to another string so that it can be partitioned into a sequence ofra-bit

strings. The width (bw) is the summation of capacity (cp) and rate (ra). The capacity (cp)

is twice of desired output size (ℓ) i,e., cp = 2 × ℓ. The sponge construction framework

consists of two stages: absorbing and squeezing as shown in Figure 5.1. In the absorbing

phase, thera-bit input message blocks are XORed into the outer part of thestate, interleaved

with applications of the functionf . In the squeezing phase, the outer part of the state is

iteratively returned as output blocks, interleaved with applications of the functionf . The

number of output blocks is chosen by the user. The number of iterations in the sponge

construction is based on the number of bitsℓ requested by the user. The working process

of the sponge construction algorithm is described in theAlgorithm 6.

5.2.3 Countering Sink Hole Attack

In a sink hole attack, the intruder tries to attract all the traffic towards itself using false

routing information. Then, the intruder may drop all the traffic or selectively drop

few packets. The sink hole attack prevents the actor from obtaining complete sensing

information from the sensors, and it causes a lot of problemsin the network. In DEACP,

a malicious sensor can attract the traffic from its neighboring sensors by announcing false

residual energy information. The malicious sensor can dropthe entire data received from

its neighbors or drop a few packets from a specific neighbor. Figure 5.2 shows the sink hole

attack in DEACP. In a sink hole attack, the intruder is not visible. However, his effects are

noticeable. Thus, the sink hole attack can be handled by detecting malicious node.

Each sensor forwards the trust values of its neighbors to an actor for handling the sink

hole attack. The actor decides the final trust value of its cluster members. Whenever a

malicious sensor advertises itself as a better neighbor, then the recommendation to the

malicious sensor also increases. The neighboring sensors of the malicious sensor provide

a high recommendation. So, the total trust value increases for the malicious sensor. The

experience parameterTrex assigned by the neighboring sensors for a malicious node will be

low because the malicious sensor drops the packets of its neighboring sensors. However, the

malicious sensor total trust valueTrn is definitely above 0.5 due to the high recommendation

assigned by other nodes. To overcome this problem, the actorchecks for anomalies in total
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trust value (Trk) and experience trust value (Trex) received for the same node in a cluster.

On detecting an anomaly, the actor records the set ofTrex values that do not match with

others. The actor computes mean and variance of the set. The mean value allows to find

the location of the neighboring node, which is affected by a malicious sensor. The variance

is used to identify the degree of an attack. The actor decreases the trust value for all those

nodes for secure data transmission in the network.

Sensor Actor

Compromised sensor

Figure 5.2: Sink hole attack scenario in DEACP

5.2.4 Countering Black Hole and Gray Hole Attacks

The black hole node refuses to forward all the packets and simply drop them instead of

forwarding them to the destination. In DEACP, a malicious sensor drops the packets to

save its energy instead of forwarding them to the destination as shown in Figure 5.3. In a

gray hole attack, the attacker may refuse to forward few packets so that they do not reach to

the destination as shown in Figure 5.4. In the proposed trustmodel, each sensor computes

the message authentication code for the data using SHA-3 andappends it to the data. The

appended data is transferred to the sensor which has the highest trust value among its1-hop

sensors.

The cluster head (actor) computes the unique shared key for asensor by using a master

key and the corresponding sensor id. It securely sends the shared key to the corresponding
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Sensor Actor

Compromised sensor

Figure 5.3: Black hole attack scenario in DEACP

Sensor Actor

Compromised sensor

Figure 5.4: Gray hole attack in a selected node scenario for DEACP
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sensor. So, whenever a sensor wants to transfer the data to anactor then it uses the shared

key to compute the message authentication code. If any sensor joins in the cluster, then the

actor transfers the shared key to the corresponding sensor.In sensor-sensor coordination,

the sensorSi computes the hash using SHA-3 algorithm and shared key (between sensorSi

and actor). The hash uses the format as,

Si : hSi = MACs
Si
ke

(Si ,Ak,Randi,RESi ,Data) (5.7)

The sensorSi sends the data and hash to the sensorS j in the following format.

Si → S j : (Si ,Ak,Data,RESi ,Randi, [] , hSi) (5.8)

where,Randi represents the freshness of the data.hSi denotes the hash or digest of the

data andRESi represents the residual energy of sensorSi. In sensor-actor coordination,

the intermediate sensorS j performs data aggregation to improve the network lifetime.It

computes the hash for the aggregated data using SHA-3 algorithm and shared key (between

sensorS j and actor ). The hash uses the following format

S j : hS j = MAC
s
Sj
ke

(S j ,Ak,Randj,RES j , aggr(Data)) (5.9)

The sensorSi sends the aggregated data and hash to the actorAk in the following format.

S j → Ak : (S j ,Ak,Randi,Randj,RESi ,RES j ,

[Si], hSi , hS j , aggr(Data))
(5.10)

When the actor receives a packet, then it computes the message authentication code

for the received data and verifies it with the sender message authentication code. If both

are equal, then the actor accepts the data; otherwise it rejects the data and sends an alarm

packet to the source. The message authentication code provides the data integrity and

message authentication. According to the expected maximumidle time (EMI) parameter in

the DEACP, each sensor should send the data to an actor after waiting for threshold amount

of time. If the black hole or gray hole node drops the sensor data, then the actor does

not receive data from the sensor after the expected maximum idle time. In this scenario,

the actor sends an alarm message to the corresponding sensor. If the alarm message is

lost, then the actor waits for a random amount of time and retransmits the alarm message

to the corresponding sensor. The sender reduces the experience parameter valueTrex of

the sensor to which it has forwarded the data. Subsequently,it selects next best sensor to

forward the data. A sensor is not selected for the routing process if its trust level is less
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than the minimum threshold. The average trust value of all the sensors are considered as

minimum threshold value. If the sensor wants to participatein the routing process, then it

has to forward the packets honestly in the future.

5.3 Simulation Results and Analysis

The performance of secure coordination mechanism (SCM) is evaluated using NS2

simulator. Each sensor is enabled with a single radio, and directional antenna whereas an

actor is embedded with two radios for sensor-actor and actor-actor coordination. Multiple

channels and omni directional antenna are enabled on each radio of an actor. In our

simulation, we have used three different desired output lengths i,e.,ℓ ∈ {32}.

Table 5.1: Simulation parameters for SCM

Parameters Values
Network Area 1000× 1000m2

Simulation Duration 200 s
Traffic Flow CBR
CBR packet interval 0.05 s
Routing protocol DEACP
MAC protocol DM-MAC
Seed value 0
Number of Sensors 100 - 1000
Number of Actors 3 - 12
Number of channels 3
width of the Keccak-f 100 bits
Number of roundsnr 24
Packet Size 64 B
Sensor’s Initial Energy 2J

The width of the Keccak-f function (bw), number of rounds (nr) are fixed to 100 bits

and 24, respectively. The width (bw) is the summation of capacity (cp) and rate (ra). The

capacity (cp) is twice of desired output size (ℓ) i,e., cp = 2 × ℓ. The ratera ∈ {36} for

100 bits width and 24 rounds. 100 - 1000 static sensors are deployed uniformly in 1000

× 1000 network area. The optimal number of actors is computed based on the number of

sensors and network area. 10 % of sensors are considered as malicious nodes to evaluate the

performance of the proposed mechanism. The other network parameters like duration of

simulation, traffic flow, and routing protocol are listed in Table 5.1. A radio model is used

to compute the energy consumption while transmitting and receiving the data is described

in Section 2.1 (Chapter 2).
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5.3.1 Simulation Scenario 1

The simulation has been carried out by varying the number of sensors from 100 - 1000

in a step of 100. Three channels are used in the network to provide multi-channel

communication in the network. Based on the number of sensors, optimal number of actors

varied from 3 to 12. Each active sensor transfers 20 pkts/s. Along with the proposed SCM

protocol, recent protocols like Mobile Agent [94] and IDS [95] are also simulated using

same parameters for performance comparison. The network metrics like packet delivery

ratio, average end-to-end delay, and average energy dissipation in the network are used to

analyze the performance of the proposed SCM with existing schemes.

Figure 5.5 depicts the packet delivery ratio of all the threeprotocols under consideration

for number of sensors varied from 100 - 1000 in a step of 100. Due to the malicious

sensor nodes the packet delivery ratio in the network decreases as compared to the normal

conditions. Further, it decreases in the data forwarding attacks scenario. In SCM, a trust

value is assigned to each sensor to mitigate the packet dropsin the network. If a malicious

sensor drops the packet, then its trust value will be reduced. A sensor is not selected for

the routing process if its trust level is less than the minimum threshold value. If the sensor

wants to participate in the routing process, then it has to forward the packets honestly in

the future. The proposed SCM achieves 10% more packet delivery ratio as compared to the

existing Mobile Agent and IDS mechanisms.
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Figure 5.5: Comparative analysis of packet delivery ratio with number of sensors

Due to the sink hole attack the average end-to-end delay increases in the network. In

SCM, to handle the sink hole attack, each sensor forwards thetrust values of its neighbors

to an cluster head (actor). The actor decides the final trust value of its cluster members. The
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actor verifies the anomalies inTrk,Trex values received for the same node in the cluster to

identify the malicious node. Figure 5.6 shows that the average end-to-end delay increases

with the increase in the number of sensors. It can be observedthat the proposed SCM

transfers the data with 17% less average end-to-end delay ascompared to the existing

Mobile Agent and IDS mechanisms.
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Figure 5.6: Comparative analysis of average end-to-end delay with number of sensors
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Figure 5.7: Comparative analysis of average energy dissipation with number of sensors

When a malicious sensor drops the packet then the sensors have to retransmit their data

to the actor. On the other hand, because of sink hole attack, the sensors may transmit their

data to the wrong destination. Hence, it consumes a lot of energy in the network. In the

proposed SCM model, the sensor transmits its data to the intermediate node based on its

trust value. The sensor whose trust value is less than the minimum threshold value can not
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participate in the routing mechanism. Figure 5.7 shows thatthe SCM protocol consumes

14% less average energy as compared to its competitive security protocols.

5.3.2 Simulation Scenario 2

In this scenario, the data transfer rate varied from 20 pkts/s to 60 pkts/s in a step of 10

pkts/s. The number of sensors and actors are fixed to 500 and 7, respectively. Three number

of channels are used to transfer the information in the network. Figure 5.8 illustrates the

packet delivery ratio for data transfer rate from 20 - 60 pkts/s. It indicates that the packet

delivery ratio decreases with the increase in data transferrate. It can be observed that

the proposed SCM protocol achieves 8% more packet delivery ratio as compared to its

competitive security mechanisms.
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Figure 5.8: Comparative analysis of packet delivery ratio with data transfer rates

The average end-to-end delay of all the three protocols under consideration for 20 - 60

pkts/s data transfer rate is shown in Figure 5.9. In the proposed SCM, each sensor considers

its 1-hopsensor trust value before transmitting data to it. If any malicious node whose trust

value is less than the threshold value wants to participate in the communication, then it

has to transfer the data honestly to the destination. Hence,the proposed SCM handles the

data forwarding attacks properly and delivers data to the destination with 18% less delay as

compared to the existing Mobile Agent and IDS mechanisms.

The performance of the three protocols under considerationwith respect to average

energy dissipation for variable data transfer rate is shownin Figure 5.10. In SCM, the

actor performs resource conservative tasks and reduces theburden on sensors to improve
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the network lifetime. It can be observed that the proposed SCM consumes 16% less energy

as compared to its competitive security mechanisms.
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Figure 5.9: Comparative analysis of average end-to-end delay with data transfer rates
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Figure 5.10: Comparative analysis of average energy dissipation with data transfer rates

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, a secure coordination mechanism (SCM) has been proposed to counter

the data forwarding attacks for our proposed DEACP (Chapter2). In the SCM, each sensor

analyzes the trust level of its neighboring sensors based onthe experience, recommendation,

and knowledge. The analyzed trust value is transferred to the actor, and it analyzes these

values to identify the malicious nodes in its cluster region. Each sensor computes message
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authentication code using the SHA-3 algorithm and appends it to the data. The sensor

selects a1-hopsensor which has the highest trust value among its neighbors. When the

actor receives the data, it computes the message authentication code and verifies it with the

received message authentication code. If both are equal, then the actor accepts the data. To

evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism, it is simulated in NS2 and analyzed

using QoS metrics such as a packet delivery ratio, average end-to-end delay, and average

energy dissipation in the network. The simulation results indicate that the proposed security

mechanism performs well as compared to its competitive mechanisms.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Wireless sensor-actor network (WSAN) is a variant of wireless sensor network (WSN)

where there are resource-rich actors work in association with sensors in the area of

deployment. Unlike sensor networks, it needs sensor-actorand actor-actor coordination

and the protocols that work for WSN need substantial modifications at all layers of network.

In this thesis, we have proposed four different protocols for WSAN that work in different

layers. In Chapter 2, a delay and energy aware coordination protocol (DEACP) has been

developed to deliver the maximum number of packets with in the bounded delay. It is a

two-level hierarchicalK-hopclustering algorithm. In the first level, sensors form aK-hop

cluster by placing actor nodes as cluster heads and in the second level, sink acts as the

cluster head and forms a cluster among actors. The sensors which are1-hopaway from

an actor are represented asrelay nodes. The actor elects arelay node as a backup cluster

head (BCH) based on the residual energy and the node degree. BCH resumes the data

gathering process when an actor leaves the cluster to help its neighboring actor. Further,

a priority based event forwarding mechanism has been proposed to forward an event data

based on its bounded delay. The proposed DEACP has been simulated using NS2 simulator.

The simulation results indicate that the proposed coordination mechanism outperforms its

competitive protocols with respect to event reliability, average event waiting time, and

average energy consumption in the network.

In Chapter 3, the suggested interference aware multi-channel MAC (IAMMAC) protocol

discusses how channels are assigned for the communication among nodes in DEACP. An

actor acts as a cluster head for aK-hopsensors and computes the shortest path for all the

sensors. An actor partitions the cluster into multiple subtrees and assigns a non-interference

channel to each subtree. An actor broadcasts the BCH information to the remainingrelay

nodes using a common control channel. To communicate with BCH, the relay sensors

utilize the same channel as used by BCH. However, the other cluster members do not
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change their data channel. Subsequently, a throughput aware multi-channel MAC protocol

has been proposed for actor-actor coordination. The comparative analysis shows that the

proposed IAMMAC protocol performs better than the existingMAC protocols in terms

different performance parameters.

Even though IAMMAC protocol performance is superior, it is susceptible to be attacked

because it uses a single static channel between two sensors in the entire communication. To

overcome this problem, in Chapter 4, a lightweight dynamic multi-channel MAC protocol

(DM-MAC) has been developed for sensor-sensor coordination. Each sensor dynamically

selects a channel which has the highest packet reception ratio among the available channels

with the destination. The proposed DM-MAC protocol outperforms its competitive MAC

protocols with respect to packet delivery ratio and averagegoodput parameters.

Finally in Chapter 5, a secure coordination mechanism (SCM)has been proposed to

counter the data forwarding attacks which include black hole, gray hole, and sink hole

attacks in DEACP. In SCM, each sensor analyzes the trust level of its neighboring sensors

based on the experience, recommendation, and knowledge. The analyzed trust value are

transferred to the actor, and it analyzes these values to identify the malicious nodes in its

cluster region. Each sensor computes message authentication code using a secure hash

algorithm-3 (SHA-3) and appends to the data. The sensor selects a neighbor which has the

highest trust value among its1-hopsensors to transfer its data to the actor. It is inferred

from the simulation results that the SCM outperforms its competitive protocols.

Scope for future work

The work described in this thesis unwraps some interesting research directions in WSAN.

In coordination mechanism the sensors are deployed uniformly to compute the optimal

number of actors. The optimal number of actors computation with random deployment of

sensors is not explored in this thesis and can be considered for future study. The accuracy

of sensor location and duplicate Hello packets eliminationshould be analyzed in future. In

secure coordination mechanism data forwarding attacks on sensors are discussed in this

thesis. Various active attacks such as worm hole attack, node replication attack, sybil

attack on sensors can be explored further. In this thesis, wehave considered the actors

as trustworthy and they are free from attacks. However, further investigations can be made

by considering various active and passive attacks on actor nodes in addition to sensors.
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